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The Honorable Members
of the Virginia General Assembly
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September 15, 1985

My Dear Colleagues:
As Chairman of the Joint Legislative Audit and
Review Commission, it is my pleasure to transmit to
you JLARC's 1985 Report to the General Assembly.
The report overviews the work of the Commission
and its staff during the past two years, and previews
the emerging issues that will require legislative
attention in the near future.
The past biennium has presented formidable
challenges both to JLARC and to the legislature as a
whole. We have had to wrestle with issues that are
both controversial and consequential: the equitable
allocation of highway funding, the structure of the executive branch, programs
for Virginia's mentally ill and mentally retarded, and prison security, staffing,
and capacity.
Legislative actions that address issues of this magnitude truly affect all
areas and citizens of the Commonwealth. The recent high level of public
interest and concern with our work is not surprising when we consider the stakes
involved:
• well over a billion dollars in highway funds, impacting every city and county
in Virginia;
• the basic security of our correctional system, a potentially expensive
commodity in terms of both dollars and public safety.
These are but two current examples of the "big ticket" items that make
legislative evaluation and oversight essential.
in addition to its primary function as JLARC's biennial report, this
document serves another purpose. Included herein are materials related to the
Conference on Legislative Oversight, to be held October 13-15. Mandated by
the Legislative Program Review and Evaluation Act, the Conference will provide
a forum for assessing the role of legislative oversight agencies, and for helping
to improve the linkages between the legislature's oversight and lawmaking
functions.
For the Commission, the past bienium has been a busy time of full agendas,
complex issues, and intense discussions with our colleagues in the Honse and
Senate. For me personally, chairing the Commission has been a challenge and an
honor. As I bring to a close my years of legislative service, I look upon my
participation in JLARC with pride, and in that spirit I submit this record for your
consideration.
Respectfully,

/a~.,,~·

L. Cleaves Manning
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Delegate Quillen

JLARC's Purpose and Role
The Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Commission is an oversight agency for the
Virginia General Assembly. It was
established in 1973 to review and evaluate
the operations and performance of State
agencies, programs, and functions.
The Commission is composed of seven
members of the House of Delegates
appointed by the Speaker, four members of
the Senate appointed by the Privileges and
Elections Committee, and the Auditor of
Public Accounts, ex officio. The chairman
is elected by a majority of Commission
members. A director is appointed by the
Commission and confirmed by the General
Assembly for a six-year term of office.

file "status of action" reports on their
efforts to address the Commission's findings
and recommendations. Special follow-up
studies are required in cases where the
Commission has cited w-aste, extravagance,
fraud, or misuse of public funds.
Under authority of Section 2.1-155 of
the Code. the Commission also serves as the
point of legislative focus for financial audit
reports. The specialized accounting and
audit resources of the Office of the Auditor
of Public Accounts are available to the
Commission. The abilit::y of the Legislature
to assess agency perf'or-anance is enhanced
by this combination of program and fiscal
reviews.
Section 2.1-196.1 of the Code gives
JLARC authority to establish new working
capital funds and to discontinue those no
longer needed. JLARC can also authorize
the transfer of excessive retained earnings
from working capital funds to the State
general fund. To carry out these
responsibilities the Corrunission reviews, on
a continuing basis, working capital funds for
graphics, systems development, telecommunications, central warehouse,
computer services, central garage, buildings
and grounds special projects, and surplus
property.

The Statutory Mandate
The duties of the Commission and the
nature of its studies are specified in Section
30-58.1 of the Code of Virginia. Reports of
findings and recommendations are to be
submitted to the agencies concerned, the
Governor, and the General Assembly. These
reports are to address:
• Ways in which agencies may operate
more economically and efficiently.
• Ways in which agencies can provide
better services to the State and to the
people.

The Legislative Program Review
and Evaluation Aet

• Areas in which functions of State
agencies are duplicative, overlap, fail
to accomplish legislative objectives, or
for any other reason should be
redefined or redistributed.

In 1978, JLARC embarked on a unique
approach to oversight under the auspices of
the Legislative Program Review and
Evaluation Act. The Act provides for
periodic review and evaluation of selected
topics from among all seven program
functions of State government: (1)
Individual and Family Services, (2)
Education, (3) Transportation, (4) Resource
and Economic Development, (5)
Administration of Justice, (6) Enterprises,
and (7) General Government.

The Commission has also been assigned
authority to make supplemental studies and
reports relating to its evaluations. Once
each biennium, the Commission conducts a
systematic follow-up of its work. From
time to time, usually coinciding with the
biennial report, agencies are requested to
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The Evaluation Act has three major
thrusts: it involves legislators from
standing committees of the House and
Senate in the process of selecting and
scheduling topics for JLARC studies; it
coordinates these studies with the standing
committees which have jurisdiction over the
subjects under review; and it encourages the
utilization of oversight information through
public hearings after the completed reports
have been transmitted to the General
Assembly.
The Evaluation Act also includes a
provision requiring an assessment of the
Act's own merit. The assessment is to be
part of a Conference on Legislative
Oversight, to be held in October 1985 (see
"Evaluating the Evaluation Act," page 33).

effective use of space, personnel, or
equipment. Special reports are made on
State operations and functions at the
direction of the Commission or at the
request of the General Assembly. Many of
these special reports require elaborate
statistical applications to assess policy and
program effectiveness.
To date, JLARC has issued 73 reports,
each of which is annotated in this
publication. in addition, numerons letter
reports have been prepared on specific
topics of interest to the Commission. Seven
projects are in progress.
A JLARC study begins when the
legislature identifies a topic for review.
The Commission authorizes project
initiation and the project is assigned to a
staff team. A work plan is then prepared
which documents the research approach to
be used.
After the team completes its research,
it prepares a report which is reviewed
internally and subjected to quality assurance
standards. Snbsequently, an exposure draft
is distributed to appropriate agencies for
review and comment. The exposure draft,
which contains any comments an agency
wishes to make, is reported to the
Commission.
The Commission or one of its

Fulfilling the Mandate:
The Audit and Review Process
To carry out its oversight
responsibilities, JLARC issues several types
of legislative reports. Performance reports
evaluate the accomplishment of legislative
intent and assess whether program
expenditures are consistent with
appropriations. Operational reports assess
agency success in making efficient and
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How JLARe Functions

Director
1
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JLARC has a team-based structure. Audit and
evaluation topics are assigned to ad hoc teams, and
senior staff analysts are appointed to be team leaders.
Teams plan, implement, and prepare reports on each
assignment.

1-----,
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Deputy
_
_ _ _ _Director
_ _ _ _ _ _ .,1.I

Executive Functions
Quality Assurance
Training & Racruiting
Plenning & Follow-up
Executive Assignments

Teams are grouped into divisions for management
coordination and project.-Ievel quality assurance. There
are two divisions. each headed by a chief analyst.
Teams are assisted in technical areas by two support
sections, which are staffed by individuals who have
achieved a high level of expertise in the skills required
to carry out rigorous audit and evaluation work and
communicate to the Legislature.
Organizational interests that cut across
evaluation projects are treated as executive functions
and are coordinated by the deputy director. General
policy direction, coordination between organizational
entities, and organizational leadership are the
responsibiltt.ies of the director.
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Research Support

Administrative Support

Computers & Methodology
Publications & Graphics

Business Management
Office Sa.-vices

Research Division I

Research Division

Project Teems

Proi&ct Teams

"

subcommittees reviews the report, indicates
any additional legislative concerns, and
authorizes publication of the study as a
legislative document. The printed report is
distributed to all members of the General
Assembly, the Governor, and other
interested parties.

and three support sections. Project teams,
typically ranging from 1:wo to four people,
are assigned to the divisions for
administrative and research supervision.
Team leaders have responsibility for
managing projects and directing teams on a
day-to-day basis. The 1:eams are supported
by specialists in research methods,
computer applications, and publication
services.
The varied education, training, and
professional experience of the research
staff arc important to the Commission.
Among the fields represented by
undergraduate and grad nate education are

The Staff
The JLARC staff director is responsible
for preparing the budget, hiring personnel,
managing research, and long-range planning.
The staff is organized into two research
divisions, each headed by a division chief,

Objectives of Legislative Oversight
An Informed Legislature

Improved Efficiency
and Effectiveness

Oversight studies help inform citizen
legislators about agencies, programs, and
activities. A primary objective for JLARC
is to gather, evaluate, and report information and make recommendations that can
be nsed in legislative decision-making.
Reports provide information that may be
useful to legislators during deliberation on
legislation, during committee hearings, and
in responding to constituent questions or
requests for assistance.
Oversight reports are also valuable as a
long-term memory of program information,
and may be useful to legislators and agency
administrators as reference materials.

JLARC is required by statute to make
recommendations on ways State agencies
may achieve greater efficiency and
effectiveness in their operations. Achieving
efficiency means finding W'ays to accomplish
the same tasks at lesser cost; achieving
effectiveness means finding ways to better
accomplish program and agency objectives.
Significant changes have been made in
program efficiency and effectiveness in
response to oversight reports and
recommendations. The fact that a regular
program of legislative oversight exists also
stimulates agency self-evaluation, which
may bring about improved operations.

Compliance with
Legislative Intent

Program and Agency Savings
Program cost savings are frequently the
product of legislative oversight studies, and
are usually the most visible of all possible
outcomes. Savings directly related to
JLARC studies total over $166 million to
date. Harder to pinpoint, but just as
important, are the opportunities for savings
which may result from the implementation
of recommended efficiencies or adoption of
program alternatives.
The amount of potential savings
depends on the extent to which changes are
made. In some instances, changes may
result in more spending to achieve greater
effectiveness.

Writing and enacting legislation is the
law-making function of the General
Assembly. This establishes legislative
intent. The oversight function helps ensure
that laws are being carried out as the
legislature intended. In some cases, intent
may not have been clearly understood by
program administrators; in other cases,
statements of intent may have been
ignored. In those instances where
legislative intent is not explicit in statute,
an oversight study can assess and report to
the General Assembly on how an agency has
decided to implement its mission.
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business
administration, economics,
education, English, policy analysis,
philosophy, planning, political science,
psychology, public administration, law, and
urban systems. Most members of the
research staff have graduate degrees.
Staff titles reflect formal education,
training, and experience at JLARC. The
titles are assistant, associate, senior
associate, senior, principal, and chief
analyst. Promotions are based on merit.
Salaries are competitive with those of
similar types of executive and legislative
employment, and each staff member
participates in State-supported benefit
programs.
Professional development is encouraged
through membership in
relevant
associations. Training is carried out through
on-campus credit instruction in fields
related to the work of the Commission, and
through in-service training programs. The
staff training goal is 120 hours annually for
each analyst. Emphasis is placed on
enhancing communicatiou, team management, and technical skills.
JLARC is housed on the lOth and LIth
floors of the General Assembly Building,
adjacent to the State Capitol. The close
proximity of the other legislative staffs and
support services encourages communication
and contributes to JLARC's research efforts.
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The Organization of
the Executive Branch
JLARC's two-year study of the
structure of Virginia's State government
was probably the most extensive
organizational analysis ever undertaken by a
legislative oversight agency. The research
staff was charged with nothing less than
evaluating the organizational structure of
the entire executive branch.
This meant assessing more than 1200
different agency activities, as well as
reviewing the superstructure for executive
direction -- consisting of the Governor, the
Governor's secretaries, boards, and agency
directors. There were nearly 400 discrete
organizational components to be considered,
as well as numerous cross-cutting concerns.
The assessment utilized a variety of
methods to assess executive branch
structure, including (1) a comprehensive

computer analysis of agency activities to
identify duplication, fragmentation, and
inappropriate alignment, (2) two written
surveys of board members, (3) extensive
document reviews, and (4) structured
interviews with the Governor's secretaries
and agency staff.
The assessment generated three
separate but interrelated reports, each
examining a major theme: (1) the role and
structure of the secretarial system, (2) the
role of boards and commissions, and (3) the
overall organizational structure of the
executive branch. A final summary
document provided an overview and
synthesis.
Although a major finding was that
Virginia's executive branch is logically
organized in a manner consistent with the
7

State's management needs, the reports
called for a number of significant actions to
address areas of imbalance and inefficiency.
A total of 56 recommendations were
made, comprising major action agendas for
the 1984 and 1985 General Assembly
sessions. At least 23 pieces of legislation
related to the studies were introduced and
passed, and to date 44 of the structural
recommendations have been acted upon
either by the General Assembly or the
Governor.
Some of the major recommendations
that were implemented provided for:

• defining board positions reserved for
"citizen" or public members,
• standardizing the nomenclature and
conforming boundaries for executive
entities,
• merging many related agencies and
activities,
• reducing the overall number of State
agencies.
"To finish a stndy of this scale and to
act on it in two calendar years is a credit to
the legislature, the Governor, and our
respective staffs," commented JLARC
chairman L. Cleaves Manning.
In addition to the comprehensiveness of
this study and its level of implementation,
another notable aspect was the level of
cooperation achieved between the
legislative and execntive branches. JLARC
and the Governor conducted independent
assessments of governmental structure, and
the two staffs cooperated fully at important
points of the process.
The JLARC schedule, for example, was
advanced to accommodate the Governor's
reqnest for participation in his Conference
on Critical Reevaluation of State
Government in September 1983. This
interaction was beneficial to both parties in
ganging reactions and fine-tuning
proposals.
In addition to sharing
information, the two staffs also cooperated
in clarifying recommendations and drafting
legislation.

• establishing the position of Chief of
Staff in the Governor's Office arid
providing for confirmation by the
General Assembly,
• clarifying the responsibilities of the
Governor's secretaries,
• reconfiguring the secretariats for
Administration, Finance, Transportation, and Public Safety,
• establishing criteria for ad hoc task
forces created by the Governor,
• classifying boards as either advisory,
policy, or supervisory,
• clarifying the supervisory, budgetary,
and personnel appointment authority of
boards and agency directors,
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Sunset Studies
The "sunset" approach to legislative
oversight subjects programs, agencies,
functions, or laws to termination on a
scheduled basis unless the legislature
initiates action to continue them. The
requirement for scheduled termination thus
forces the legislature to act. This concept
rose to prominence in the late 1970s, when
it was either adopted or seriously considered
by every state legislature and the U.S.
Congress.
After long and careful consideration of
the sunset philosophy, the Virginia General
Assembly implemented a somewhat
different approach in 1978, the Legislative
Program Review and Evaluation Act.
However, sunset clauses had already been
included in the acts which created two small
State agencies, the Division for Children,
and the Division of Volunteerism,
JLARC was directed by the 1983
session of the General Assembly to evaluate
the two agencies and recommend whether
they should continue to operate after June
1984. In making these evaluations, the
JLARC staff consulted with public, private,
State, and local organizations which had
been served by or had worked with the two
agencies.

emphasis on its primary purpose -- planning
and coordination of children's services.
A legislative subcommittee established
to work with the Commission on this study
endorsed the following recommendations
outlined in the report:
• that the Division be continued;
• that the Division continue to have an
independent indentity as an agency, but
that its administrative support services
be assigned to another State agency;
• that the number of authorized positions
assigned to the Division be reduced by
at least four through administrative and
legislative changes outlined in the
report;
• that the Division's mandate be revised
to focus on coordination of children's

o

The Virginia Division
for Children
Created as an autonomous children's
agency in 1978, the Division for Children
grew out of recommendations made to two
legislative commissions. It was established
with the dual purpose of providing for the
planning and coordination of all State
·services to children and promoting the best
interests of all children and youths.
JLARC's review determined that there
was a continuing need in Virginia for this
kind of organization, and that the Division
had successfully carried out its mandates
relating to information dissemination,
technical assistance, and advocacy.
However, in its past performance the
Division had not placed appropriate

o
o
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services and to relieve the agency of its
current responsibilities for evaluating
childen's programs and maintaining a
central placement registry for facilities.

enhance volunteerism in the Commonwealth." The Division provides information,
training, and recognition to support the
efforts of an estimated 1.3 million
volunteers in the Commonwealth.
JLARC's review indicated that the
quality of the Division's past performance,
high demand for its services, and increasing
emphasis on volunteerism in the State
justified its continuing existence. Although
the Division's achievements in the voluntary
sector had been commendable, changes were
suggested with regard to two issues: the
Division's status as a separate State agency,
and the potential for duplication with the
Center for Volunteer Development at Virginia Tech.
The report recommended that the
agency's service delivery capability be
increased and its routine administrative
demands be reduced through affiliation with
a larger support agency. Overlap with the
Virginia Tech volunteerism center could be
reduced by a more specific memorandum of
understanding between the two entities.
Finally, the Division was urged to take steps
to improve its effectiveness by upgrading
existing staff positions for service delivery
purposes and placing more emphasis on its
training role.
The 1984 General Assembly repealed
the sunset clause, thereby continuing the
agency. Although the Division remains in
the Human Resources secretariat, fiscal and
accounting responsibilities have been
assumed by the Department for the Aging,
and personnel responsibilities by the
Department of Social Services.
The Division and the Center for
Volunteer Development at Virginia Tech
have recently negotiated a new
memorandum of understanding which
delineates far more specifically the
respective activities of the two agencies.
Careful observance of the limits of the
memorandum by both parties should result
in a minimum of service duplication and
overlap.
,
Staff capabilities have been upgraded
through personnel changes, and the quality
and quantity of training and consulting
resources have been broadened through the
training of a network of peer consultants
within the Department of Social Services.

The major recommended changes have
been accomplished in the two years since
the release of JLARC's report. The agency
now receives administrative support
services from the Department of Social
Services and the Department for the Aging.
The sunset clause was removed from the
agency's mandate by the General Assembly,
making the Division for Children a
permanent entity in State government.
The number of authorized positions was
reduced by four in .Iuly 1984. As proposed
by JLARC, the agency was reorganized to
eliminate a middle layer of supervision.
Most importantly, the agency appears
to have made coordination its first priority.
The Division has established a Council for
Children to address interagency coordination issues. This council consists of
administrators of all major children's
programs and services in State agencies.
The first major issue to be addressed by the
council will be runaways, an area where
services are fragmented, inadequate, or
nonexistent in most localities.
The Division has also convened the
Virginia Day Care Council, which brings
together representatives of most day care
services in Virginia. The Council has played
a role in revising child day care standards,
promoting legislation, and projecting day
care problems into the public consciousness.
Other coordinat.ive programs undertaken by the Division include a State School
Age Parent's Committee, a task force on
missing children, and the Children's
Legislative Information Committee. The
Division is also working to coordinate
services provided through the Early and
Periodic Screening Diagnosis and Treatment
Program. The Division is now represented
in more than 15 interagency groups that
deal with children's issues.

The Virginia Division
of Volunteerism
The Division of Volunteerism was
established in 1979 to "encourage and

10
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• To what extent do State mandates
impose a burden on local governments?

Local Fiscal Stress
The General Assembly's abiding
interest in State-local relations is evidenced
by more than 30 legislative studies during
the last 15 years. JLARC's study, State
Mandates of Local Governments and Local
Financial Resources, was the most recent

expression of this interest.
House Joint Resolution 105 of the 1982
session and HJR 12 of the 1983 session
directed JLARC to identify to the extent
feasible all local government mandates and
related financial resources contained in
each functional area of State government.
State mandates may be defined as
constitutional, statutory, or administrative
actions which place requirements on
Virginia's 325 local governments.
To ensure coordination between JLARC
and standing committees of the legislature,
the study resolution designated a 12member subcommittee to participate in
project activities. Members were appointed
from the House Committee on Counties,
Cities, and Towns; the House Finance
Committee; the Senate Committee on Local
Government; and the Senate Finance
Committee.
Regional meetings were held to solicit
input from local officials and other
interested persons. The expressions of local
concern at these meetings helped define the
principal issues which guided the study:
11

• Is the amount and type of State
assistance to localities adequate?
• Do local governments have sufficient
financial resources to fund the public
services they must provide?
To address these issues, research
activities were desigued to develop as broad
an information base as possible. Four
special research efforts were undertaken:
• a survey of State agencies, to identify
mandates which apply to local
governments,
• visits to selected case-study localities,
to explore how mandates affect local
governments and to gather information
about financial problems facing
localities,
• a survey of local officials, to
systematically assess local opinions
about State mandates, State aid to
localities, and local financial
conditions, and
• an assessment of local fiscal conditions,
to determine the degree to which
localities are stressed by stagnant
revenue capacities, high tax efforts,
and other factors.

The analysis showed that State
mandates on local governments are
extensive, and affect most areas of local
government. Nevertheless, mandates were
generally not seen as unreasonable by local
administrators, and there was no consensus
among local officials about which specific
mandates were most burdensome.
The study revealed significant local
concern that State mandates are not funded
at adequate levels. Although State financial
assistance has remained a stable portion of
local budgets overall, State aid has not kept
pace with its historical commitments in
some program areas.
To arrive at a comparative assessment
of fiscal stress across the State, the JLARC
staff developed a stress index which
combined revenue capacity, tax effort, and
level of poverty. To place these findings in
a more useful perspective, localities were
"clustered" -- grouped into homogeneous
categories based on demographic
characteristics. Small cities in rural areas,
for example, were examined as a group, as
were large cities, urbanizing counties, etc.
The analysis concluded that the levels
of stress affecting local governments were
not uniform. Some localities showed few
signs of financial difficulty, while others
were stressed more seriously.
On almost any dimension of comparison, however, cities were more stressed
than counties. For many years, cities have
provided services only recently offered by
urbanizing counties. Most city populations
also have the relatively high levels of
poverty found in many rural counties.
As a result of these factors, cities
showed much higher tax efforts than
counties, and their local tax efforts grew
more significantly during the five years
examined in the study (FY 1977-81). Cities
also took more budgetary actions to control
or reduce spending.
Rural counties were also stressed,
principally by high levels of poverty among
local residents, and by revenue capacities
which were low and stagnant by statewide
standards. Urbanizing counties, while
having generally sound financial conditions,
were pressured by high growth and the need
to build or expand schools, sewer and water

systems, and other capital facilities.
Given the different types of stress
affecting localities, JLARC staff concluded
it was unlikely that any single policy action
could equally benefit all local governments.
The study did off'er several policy options
for consideration, including increased
funding of State-mandated programs such as
education.
JLARC's report was of considerable
interest to both legislators and local
officials, and was the subject of
considerable discussion and legislative
activity during both the 1984 and 1985
sessions of the General Assembly. Two
additional reports were prepared as
follow-ups to the original study: an update
on local stress and a study of Virginia's
towns.
The local stress follow-up expanded and
updated the fiscal stress index, assessed the
effects of subsequent State aid appropriations, and provided further consideration of policy options. Two positive
indicators of local fiscal condition were
evident from the update: State aid to
localities had increased, and local tax
efforts had moderated.
The towns report was prepared in
response to requests from the localities for
further study of the particular problems of
towns in Vil'ginia. Two issues of special
interest were town-county relations and
"dual taxation." The study provided a useful
portrait of Vil'ginia' s 189 towns.
The study found that although the
perception of dual taxation was of concern
to towns, town-county combined tax rates
were not higher than the tax rates of
comparable small cities. Further, most
towns did not demonstrate severe symptoms
of fiscal stress. The study noted, however,
that threats to town fiscal stability are
posed by the potential demise of federal
revenue sharing and other intergovernmental aid.
The two follow-up studies were
completed with funding assistance from the
National Conference of State Legislatures
(NCSL). Grant-related activities included
an ll-state seminar in Richmond and a
technical presentation at NCSL's national
conference in Seattle.
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expanded to include prison work programs
and community-based activities.
Overall, DOC's modernization has had
positive results. Numerous problems noted
in the 1970s have been addressed, escape
rates have been decreased, and the
department has made progress in
professionalizing its staff and establishing
effective security policies and guidelines.
However, the General Assembly has
expressed concern about the overall
efficiency of the department. This concern
was indicated by a reduction of the agency's
1982-84 non-security appropriation by six

Virginia's correctional system experienced rapid growth and modernization in
the 1970s. lncreases in the number of
inmates requiring secure confinement were
accommodated through an aggressive prison
construction program, which resulted in the
opening of nine new facilities between 1976
and 1983.
The principal mISSIon of the
Department of Corrections (DOC) has
always been to ensure that criminal
offenders are removed from society and
housed in a secure confinement. Over the
years, however, this basic mission has been

13

percent, and by a requirement in the 1983
Appropriations Act that JLARC review the
agency's staffing.
During the course of the Commission's
review, the escape of six death-row inmates
from Mecklenburg Correctional Center, as
well as several other serious incidents,
amplified both legislative and public
concern. In 1984, the legislature amended
the study mandate to expand the study into
other areas: security procedures, prison
design, diversion programs, projected prison
and local jail populations, prison capaeity,
and the department's capital outlay planning
process.
JLARC's review of DOC's programs
will result in at least seven reports, four of
which have been completed to date. Nearly
200 recommendations have already been
made, addressing many aspects of DOC's
management and operations. Completed
reports are snmmarized here, and studies
under way are described in the "Work in
Progress" section.

Central and Regional
Office Staffing
The first report in the JLARC series on
DOC assessed the need for the department's
regional level of management and the
appropriateness of administrative staffing
levels in the central as well as the regional
offices.
DOC had several specific objectives for
establishing its regional offices. Staff could
reduce time spent in transit and make more
informed decisions about problems and
conditions if they were located closer to
agency facilities and programs. A regional
structure should also improve uniformity
and compliance with departmental policies
and procedures. JLARC found that the
regional level of management had in fact
helped the department achieve some of
these objectives and recommended it be
continued.
The workload of regional staff,
however, was found to be significantly out
of balance. By distributing workload more
equitably among the regions, significant
efficiencies could be achieved without
curtailing services. JLARC presented
several options for this change, one of which
was adopted by the department in July
1985. DOC abolished the regional office
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located in Lynchburg and redistributed its
workload among the remaining four regional
offices.
The report also indentified additional
staffing efficiencies, rnany of which were
implemented by the 1984 General
Assembly. The staff reductions are
estimated to save the Commonwealth over
half a million dollars annually.

Population Forecasting
and Capacity
Accurate figures on the capacity of the
State correctional system and a reliable
forecast of inmate population are essential
to sound planning. Capital outlay planning,
prison design, and future staffing
requirements are all based upon estimates
of the population that will need to be
incarcerated and the space necessary to
house them.
By the spring of 1986, the State will
have fulfilled all current plans for system
expansion by opening Augusta Correctional
Center. Based on previous analyses by DOC
-- which indicated that inmate population
would reach as high as 15,000 by 1990 -even this new facility would not be
sufficient for housing State inmates.
The General Assembly, concerned with
the impact of DOC's population and
capacity projections on capital outlay and
staffing, directed JLARC to review the
department's forecasting methodologies.
The JLARC staff first conducted a
technical analysis of DOC's population
forecasting methods, correcting technical
errors and recommending refinements.
Subsequent to this analysis, DOC and
JLARC staff worked cooperatively to
implement the recommendations and
develop a technically adequate forecast
methodology.
JLARC also examined prison capacity,
and found that DOC's operational capacity
had generally been determined by
departmental judgements rather than
empirical evidence. The judgements did not
reflect the maximum capacity which might
be achievable during periods of heavy
demand.
The lack of a consistently applied
method had resulted in significant variations
in the amount of space provided to
individual inmates in similar housing units.

Further, capacity projections did not reflect
the actual levels at which many facilities
had been operating. For example, at two
facilities the actual average daily
population levels for June 1984 were over
690, compared to operatioual capacities of
500 as assessed by the department.
JLARC developed an alternative
measure of capacity, called "reser-ve
capacity," to reflects how far capacity
could be reasonably increased -- largely
through donblebunking -- to accommodate
typical short-term population increases or
forecast errors.
JLARC combined the revised
population forecasts with the new capacity
figures to yield several possible oorrer-t lons
scenarios for 1990. While these scenarios
did indicate a bed space shortage by 1990,
the shortfall varied according to the
scenario, and was smaller than DO C' s
original projections.
The repor-t offered several alternatives
to meet the shortage, ranging from new
construction to sentencing guidelines.
These alternatives should provide the
legislature with pertinent information for
making future decisions in this complex area.

• increasing local flexibility and involvement in crime response,
• allowing local age ncies to structure
programs with a
rehabilitative
orientation,
• saving the State m-oney.
Preliminary data also suggested that few
successfully terminated State felons have
committed repeat offenses after graduation
from the program.
Three problems, however, affected the
program's achlevernerat of statutory
objectives. First, evera though COl was
created as an alternati ve to incarceration,
judges sometimes refer-r-ed offenders to COl
for evaluation pr-ior to sentencing. The
existence of the sentence prior to referral
should serve as a check that the judge
intended to incarcerate the individual.
Second, DOC had not comprehensively
assessed the COl population to determine if
certain types of offenders were unsuited to
diversion.
Ilnsuccessf'ul terminations
represented a greater- burden to the
correctional system than did incarcerated
offenders, because they represented a
double expense: after COl funds were
expended on the attempted diversion, jail or
prison costs were incurred to incarcerate
the individual.
Finally, DOC had not tracked repeat
offenses of COl graduates to assess the
program's rehabilitative nature.
JLARC recommended that greater
emphasis be placed on COl's management
inf'ormatton system, and on program
evaluation and monitoring.
Other
recommendations called for the strengthening of eligibility criteria, development of
a master plan, clarification of the
interaction between COl and Probation and
Parole, better enforcement of the
requirements for inteusive client snpervision, and creation of a temporary commission to address fragmentation of current and
future community corrections eff'orts.
Policy issues outlined in the report for
legislative consideration included restructuring COl to improve efficiency and
address future goals, and expanding COl into
a statewide program offering services to
eligible offenders from every local
jurisdiction.

Community Diversion
The Community Diversion Incentive
(COl) program of the Department of
Corrections was created in 1980 to provide
the judicial system with an additional
sentencing alternative. This State-supervised, locally-administered program diverts
nonviolent offenders from incarceration into
programs operated by communities.
All divertees are required to perform
unpaid community service work to make
restitution for their crimes. Many are
ordered to make financial restitution, and
most are also encouraged to find and
maintain employment.
JLARC's review of COl found the
program to be meeting or working toward
its statutory objectives by:
• diverting offenders from incarceration
rather than probation in the majority of
cases,
• providing increased opportunities for
offenders to make restitution,
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employment data from FV 1984 and adding
several elements not accowlted for by the
original formula. The replicatioll produced
a yearly figure of 1771 available hours pel'
full-time employee, as opposed to the
department's figure of 1736. Systemwide,
these revisions to the formula showed a
need for at least 54 fewer security positions.
Other staffing-related findings included
inadequate accountiug for overtime and the
inappropriate use of security staff for
nonsecurity duties. Based on these findings
and a review of all requested and existing
positions, JLARC recommended changes
that would reduce net (nonsecurity and
security) staffing at the major institutions
by 25 positions.
In addition to staffing, JLARC's review
also focused on security procedures.
Although the overall thrust of DOC policy
was to permit wardens and superintendents
ample flexibility in administering their
institutions, .JLARC found gaps and
inconsistencies in existing policies that
resulted in important security actions being
carried out with only minimal departmental
gUidance.
For example, each warden was
permitted to decide how much inmate
movement should be allowed within the
prison, how to staff perimeter towers, and
how to communicate changes in operating
procedures to staff. Without specific
systemwide policy covering key security
practices, their implementation varied to a
degree that could jeopardize public safety.
The report made 34 recommendations
for improving systemwide operations and
staffing efficiency, and an additional 57
recommendations for improving specific
practices in the individual prisons.

Security Staffing and Procedures
JLARC's report on security staffing
and procedures assessed the appropriateness
of the level of security staffing at each of
Virginia's 15 major prisons, as well as
important aspects of their security
procedures. In researching these issues,
staff visited all the adult prisons,
interviewed top personnel, observed security
posts, audited procedures, and assessed
manpower needs.
In addit ion to the specific findings and
recommendations, the report provided,
WIder one cover, a comprehensive
compendium of descriptive information
about DOC's primary facilities.
The review found that, in general, the
prisons were appropriately staffed.
However, the report also showed that DOC
lacked guidelines for determining its
security staffing needs, resulting in
extensive staffing variations among the
prisons.
The department used a two-part
process to determine staffing needs. The
first part, called a "post audit," determined
the need for security posts and the hours
they had to be staffed. Although wardens
and superintendents were fOWId to be
familiar with this procedure, no policies,
guidelines, or training was offered by the
department. It was not surprising, then,
that post audits across the 15 prisons
revealed extensive variations in how needs
were determined.
The second part of the process applied
a staffing formula, known as the Sharp
formula, to compute the number of staff
required to fill each post. JLARC
replicated the Sharp formula using actual
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Virginia's Mentally III
and Mentally Retarded:
A Continuing Concern
The services provided to the State's
mentally retarded and mentally ill were of
considerable interest to the General
Assembly during the past biennium, and
were the subject of two JLARC studies.
S,JR 13 of the 1983 General Assembly
directed JLARC, in coordination with an
eight-member subcommittee, to examine
eight issues "concerned with the operation,
funding and quality of the educational
programs" for children and youth in
facilities operated by the Department of
Mental Health and Mental retardation
(DMHMR):

• the cost-effectiveness of the programs,
• whether all children are receiving
education as required by law.
JLARC staff conducted two parallel
research efforts, resulting in separate but
related reports: Spec ret Education in
Virginia's Mental Retardation Training
Centers, and Special Education in Virginia's
Mental Health Facilities.

The mental retardation study concluded
that over the past ten years training
programs in the institutions had
signif'icantly improved. The efforts of the
General Assembly, DMHMR, and training
center staff had resulted in a solid service
delivery system for children and youths.
Some modifications in procedures and
programming, however, could bring about
additional improvements in quality.
Specifically, DMHMR needed to
become more aggressive in its supervisory
and technical assistance responsibilities. On
the institutional level, there were some
concerns with the process of developing and
implementing programs. The report also

• the quality of instruction and materials,
• the uniformity of the offered services,
• the suitability of the educational
envir-onment,
• the eligibility of students for mainstreaming.
• the appropriateness of the administrative authority,
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urged that additional steps be taken to
ensure compliance with federal regulations
concerning education in the least restrictive
environment.
The mental health study found that
education for the emotionally disturbed had
also improved in recent years, but that
significant problems still diminished overall
program quality. A total of 63 recommendations were made, calling for changes
which would:

diagnosed children in State institutions
are met, and
• provide technic al assistance in
curriculum development, vocational
education, and the selection of
materials for DMHMR education
programs,
while DMHMR will:
• coordinate actions with DOE to ensure
consistency between treatment and
educational priorities, and

• enhance administrative support from
both DMHMR and the Department of
Education (DOE), including the
improvment of communication channels
between the two agencies and the
cooperative development of curriculum
guidelines,

• ensure that comparable resources,
especially vocational education, are
available in all institutions to meet
students' needs .
SB 650 promotes the concept of least
restrictive environment, and should initially
have the effect of moving approximately 29
students from mental retardation facilities
into schools throughout the State. HB 1351
calls for the development of curricula and
guidelines for school-age residents of
mental health and mental retardation
facilities by the Department of Education.
HB 1605 provides incentives for the
development of irmovat.lve teaching
methods. A budget amendment provides
funding for these improvements.
The Department of Education reports
that an on-site review of educational
programs in each mental health facility is
now under way. A special task force has
been appointed to give particular attention
to the vocational needs of resident
students.
Facility staff and personnel from DOE
and DMHMR are in the process of
developing curriculum guidelines, which are
expected to be completed by the end of the
year. DOE has also filled the vacant
position of Supervisor of Institutional and
Related Programs, making it possible for
the department to reinstate regular monthly
meetings with educational directors in
mental health facilities.
A task force has been appointed to
study the education of autistic students, and
will complete its report in December.

• equalize resources and funding across
the institutions,
• address the special needs of older
students for instruction in independent
living and vocational education,
• consolidate programs for autistic and
dually-diaguosed students,
• increase the utilization of the Virginia
Treatment Center.
Mental health and mental retardation
was a major issue during the 1985 legislative
session. A total of 14 bills and joint
resolutions were passed affecting DMHMR
alone, five of which were direct results of
the JLARC studies.
A major legislative initiative was Honse
Bill 1334, which clarifies the administrative
and supervisory roles of DMHMR and DOE
for the edncation of school-age residents.
This legislation further mandates that DOE
will:
• develop guidelines for evaluating the
performance of education directors and
supervisors employed by DMHMR,
• develop and implement, with DMHMR,
programs to ensure that the educational
and treatment needs of dually-
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Achieving

Highwa~

Funding

In 1977, the General Assembly
undertook a major review and revision of
the way in which highway maintenance and
construction funds were allocated in
Virginia. This was the first major revision
since .1962, and recognized the rapidly
changmg transportation environment. The
outcome was a greatly simplified and more
rational method for allocating highway
fnnds. In adopting a system based on
rational formulas, the General Assembly
largely "depolit.icized" annual highway
funding decisions, and implicitly established
the policy that distribution of fnnds was to
be on the basis of objective criteria.
By 1982, the need for additional
revenues for the the Highway Maintenance
and Construction Fund resurfaced many of
the questions regarding the equitable
distribution of the funds. Of particular
concern was the possible failure of the
existing formulas to account for the growing
highway construction needs of the urban and
suburban localities in the State.
To meet the need for additional
revenue, the 1982 General Assembly passed
HB 532, which provided for increased
highway user fees and a new oil franchise
tax. In order to address questions about the
fairness of the distribution of the revenue
the JLARC staff was directed to review the
reasonablen~s~, appropriateness, and equity
of the provisions for allocating highway
construction funds. The 1983 General
Assembly extended the scope of the study to
include highway maintenance and public
transportation funding,
The staff analysis was technical in
nature, and was designed to be objective in
its evaluation of the existing laws. The
three basic premises of the JLARC study
were:

Eguit~

(1)

The distribution of the funds to
localities should b€ on the basis of
technically based formulas.

(2)

The eqnity of the formulas should be
based on measurable need for funds.

(3)

Counties and cities should be treated
equally for both construction and
maintenance funding.

Within this framework, the JLARC staff
tried to ensure that arry proposed changes to
the methods for allocating funds would
satisfy the General Assembly's policy that
funds be distributed fairly.
To begin its work, the staff prepared a
detailed, objective plan for reviewing each
of the allocation provisions. Because the
issues were complex, and the results of the
study would have an impact on local
governments, the study plan was presented
to local governments in eight workshops
held across the State in the summer of 1982
and the spring of 1983.
The Department of Highways and
Transportation (DHT) also reviewed the
plans and suggested several important
revisions. In addition, an advisory network
of more than 100 representatives from local
governments, planning; districts, State
agencies, and citizen groups was established
to solicit a wide range of comment, and to
promote a wide distribution of the staff
findings.
An interim report, issued in December
1982, recommended stgnirieant revisions to
the construction allocation formulas. In
June 1984, the final report added
recommendations for the revision of
allocations for highway maintenance, urban
stre~t payments, public transportation, and
fundmg for Arlington and Henrico counties.
The key finding of the review was that
the allocation provisions adopted in 1977
had become outdated. While the basic
framework was sound, the specific formulas

This article. which previouslv appeared in
Virginia Town and City. was prepared by
Glen S. Tittermary. a JLARC staff division
chief and project director for the highway
allocation studies.
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• establishment of two functional street
classifications
Arterial and
Collector/Local -- to reflect the use of
streets when making urban street
payments to cities and towns,
• establishment of urban street payment
rates per moving-lane-mile that better
reflect the real costs of maintenance
on urban roads,
• simplification of the provisions for
allocating funds to Arlington and
Henrico counties,
• establishment of a public transportation
fund, with allocations to transit
operators based on technical formulas,
• reassessment of the provisions for
allocating funds on a regular, periodic
basis.
These and other recommendations from
the JLARC staff report formed the
framework for legislative
consideration of highway
funding equity.
and proportions used to allot the funds were
no longer appropriate. in all, 30 specific
recommendations were proposed to address
each of the inequities. Among the most
important were:

Senate Joint Resolution 20
With the completion of the JLARC
staff study, it soon became elear that the
complexity of the issues would make quick
action by the General Assembly difficult.
Many members felt that eareful review of
the proposed changes by the legislature
would ensure that the technical
recommendations could be developed into an
appropriate legislative package. Toward
this end, JLARC members introduced SJR
20 in the 1984 Session.
SJR 20 established a joint subcommittee of nine members from the House
of Delegates and six members from the
Senate. The task of the subcommittee was
to review the JLARC staff recommendations and the 19 pieces of proposed
legislation included in SJR 20. The
subcommittee held nine meetings, four of
which were public hearings in Newport
News, Blacksburg, Fairfax, and Richmond.
As a first step in its work, the
subcommittee directed the staffs of JLARC

• revision of the allocations for highway
system construction from 50 percent
for the primary system and 25 percent
each for the secondary and urban
systems to one-third each for the
primary, secondary, and urban systems,
• revision of the formulas for the primary
and secondary systems to include
factors which were independent of each
other,
• adoption of a formula based on
population for urban system
construction,
• adjustment of county maintenance
allocations to reflect actual levels of
maintenance service,
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and the Department of Highways and
Transportation to review all of the proposed
changes and report on those
recommendations on which they could
agrce. After extensive review and some
modification, JLARC and the department
reached agreement on all but a few of the
proposals. Based on this work, the
testimony at the public hearings, and the
suggestions of its members, the SJR 20 joint
subcommittee adopted a compromise
package of legislation.
The compromise was largely a
reflection of the agreements reached by
JLARC staff and DHT. For those
recommendations on which the two staffs
could not agree, the subcommittee adopted
compromise positions. Because of time
constraints, the subcommittee was unable to
deal at all with the revisions to the public
transportation allocations. The compromise
package was introduced in the 1985 session
of the General Assembly as House Bill 1269.

• Urban street payrrrents are made to
cities and towns for streets in two new
functional classes -- Arterial and
Collector/Local. 'The classes are based
on the current f ~deral functional
classification system. In addition, the
rates paid per moving lane mile are
increased to ref'lee-t more closely the
actual cost of maintaining urban
roadways. The rates are to be updated
annually to acoourat for the increasing
costs of labor, materials, and
equipment. The f'rands can be used only
for highway maintenance, and will be
audited annually bS the Department of
Highways and Transportation.
• The funding meehaxrisrn for counties not
in the State secondary system is greatly
simplified. The ne w law provides for
payment rates per- lane mile for all
maintenance and administrative activities. The rates have been set at a
level comparable t o the costs of State
maintenance for counties in the
secondary system, and are to be
adjusted annually to account for
increasing costs.
In addition, the
revised process provides for a
construction allocation based on the
formula adopted for the State
secondary system.

House Bill 1269
Thus, after three years of study,
review, and debate, the General Assembly
had a single, comprehensive proposal for the
revision of highway allocations. Not
surprisingly, the bill had both strong support
and strong opposition. While action on HB
1269 was often portrayed by the news media
as a fight between the "city boys" and the
"country boys," iu fact the legislation was a
balanced representation of need in both
rural and urban localities across Virginia.
The new law does provide for inereased
funding for most urban loealities through
increased urban assistance payments and
more construction funds for the urban
system. But it also provides for increased
unpaved road funds, a greater proportion of
funds for the secondary system, and
increased primary system funding for the
most rural construction district in the
State. HB 1269 as signed by the Governor
included the following provisions:

• The system allocat ions for construction
are set at 40 perc-ent for the primary
system, 30 percent for the urban
system, and 30 percent for the
secondary system.
• A new interstate matching fund is
established. These funds are used to
match federal interstate construction
funds when the required match exceeds
25 percent of the primary system
allocation to the di-strict.
• The formula for allocating primary
system funds to the nine highway
construction districts is revised to
include vehicle mil-es of travel weighted
70 percent, lane mileage weighted 25
percent, and priInary system need
weighted 5 percent:. The new law also
provides for the matching funds for
interstate construction up to 25 percent
of the total district: allocation.

• Highway maintenance is defined to
include both ordinary and replacement
maintenance. This ensures that the
high priority established for
maintenance by the General Assembly
includes all types of highway repair.
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from statistical modeling techniques. These
techniques ensure that the distributions
made by the formulas have a clear
relationship to the need for highway
funding. It is also significant that the
General Assembly recognized the need to
fund highway maintenance in the cities at a
level comparable to that for the count.ies,
This will help to prot-ect the Commonwealth's substantial in vestment in urban
roadways.

• For the first time, the law includes a
formula for allocating urban
construction funds. The new formula is
based on the population in the cities
and towns eligible for the funding.
Cities and towns must still provide a
five percent match for urban
construction projects.
• The new formula used to allocate all
secondary system construction f'unds
includes population weighted 80 percent
and area weighted 20 percent. An
earlier "hold harmless" provision is
repealed. The revised law also permits
counties to transfer unpaved road
allocations to the secondary system for
use on projects in that system.

Ensuring Future Equity
One of the key findings of the .JLARC
studies was that highvvay needs are not
static. The new allo-eat ion provisions
adopted by the 1985 General Assembly
cannot be expected to equitably distribute
funds indefinitely. For this reason, .JLARC
staff recommended that a systematic
review of highway needs be made
periodically. The General Assembly adopted
this recommendation as HB 1445, which now
requires a review of highway system needs
once every five years. These assessments
should ensure that the provisions for
allocating funds can be kept up to date with
Virginia's changing transportation environment.

• The level of funding for unpaved roads
is increased from 3.75 percent of
available construction funds to 5.67
percent. The current method for
allocating the f'unds on the basis of 50
vehicles per day is kept as is.
Enactment of HB 1269 establ ished more
firmly the intent of the General Assembly
that funds be allocated on 'ill objective,
rational basis. For the first time, the
allocations are based on formulas derived
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S~ecial Re~orts
JLARC has statutory responsibility to
make special studies of the operations and
functions of State agencies as requested by
the General Assembly. A series of special
studies, resulting in four reports, was
requested in March of 1984 by Speaker of
the House A. L. Philpott, and approved by
the Commission in April.

• Consistent with JLARC's 1980 findings,
the ADP contract administration
procedures at the SCC were sound and
effectively carried out. However,
procedures governing the procurement
of ADP services needed revision.
• JLARC staff found no evidence to
suggest there had been any violations of
the code of ethics contained in the
Procurement Act, but some of SCC's
contractual relationships were unusual
for a public agency, contrary to prudent
management practices, and vulnerable
to allegations of favoritism.

ADP Contracting at the
State Corporation Commission
The Commission authorized a review of
automated data processing contracting at
the SCC as a follow-up to JLARC's 1980
report, Management and Use of Consultants
by State Agencies. The study focused on
two key concerns: (a) Had the SCC
complied with State statutes, policies and
procedures in contracting ADP services?
and (b) Had SCC personnel and the
Commission's ADP contractors complied
with the "Ethics in Public Contracting"
provisions of the Public Procurement Act?
The staff reviewed relevant statutes,
policies, and procedures; analyzed the SCC's
contract files and project expenditures since
1976; and interviewed key personnel from
the SCC and the Department of Management Analysis and Systems Development
(MASD). Three consultants were also
interviewed.
The major findings of the study were:

• The ADP systems procured by the SCC
were in place, and appeared to be
operating well. Because the systems
were developed in a non-competitive
environment, however, it was not
possible to determine if they were
developed and installed at the most
economic price.
The report recommended that the SCC
take immediate steps to ensure its
procurement activities were in compliance
with the Procurement Act, develop
sufficient in-house ADP management
expertise, develop policies covering the
employment of former employees as
consultants, and reduce its reliance on
outside consultants.
In December 1984, the SCC adopted
policies for the hiring of former employees.
These include written contracts specifying
the method, schedule, and total amount of
payment; a work schedule; progress reports;
and disclosure of other business interests.
The SCC has appointed an Executive
Director and is in the process of recruiting a
person with sufficient technical expertise to
manage future systems development. As of
June 30, no outside consultants were on
contract to manage ADP contractors.

• The practices used by the SCC in
consultant procurement were not
consistent with provisions of the
Procurement Act and had great
potential for abuse.
• The SCC did not usually award ADP
contracts on a competitive basis, and
there had not been an effort to
establish a competitive environment
following the enactment of the
Procurement Act.
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and 1981 reported initial dissatisfaction. This was the period of
time when the project was in its
developmental stages and aU the
participants were novices in catalog
conversion.
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Commission authorized an inquiry to
examine three issnes: (a) Did the YSL
follow State procedures in awarding the
contract? (b) Were there provisions in the
contract protecting YSL's proprietary
interests in computer software? and (c)
Were public libraries satisfied with the
services provided?
The .fLARC staff held interviews with
State Library and TCC personnel, examined
letters and documentation supplied by
several local libraries, and conducted a
survey of 19 public libraries which received
funds under- the contract. Key findings of
the stndy were:

• Public libraries had certain service
expectations which were not always
met. As time passed, TCC was better
able to deliver on its earlier promises
of services, aud t he public libraries
gained more experience with catalog
conversion. Many publie libraries
believed that TCC' s catalog c-onversiou
system had great promise mid opted to
continue their business relationship
with the company.
• Better project rrranagomont aud
communicat.lon by the State Library at
the outset of the project could have
averted some of t he problems. The
contract should have been revised in
subsequent years to better reflect
contractual
and
performance
responsibilities. Greatcr attention
needed to be given by the State Library
to monitoring performance and to
improving communication with public
libraries on matters related to the
project.

The report made several recommendations aimed at resolving outstanding
and future problems. clarifying the
responsibilities of both parties, and
improving the Illonitoring of performance.
The State Library reports that aU
outstanding problems have been corrected.
Further, each participating library is now
being asked to enter into a statement of
understanding with the vendor mid the State
Library when beginning a project under the
contract. This statement sets ont what
each party is expected to do and to produce.
The State Library has engaged a
consulting firm to study the present status
of library networking and automation
among libraries in the State. The resulting
study will recommend plans and guidelines
for any further development.
Periodic meetings are held to discuss
any problems the libraries are having with
catalog conversion. An automation con-

• State procurement procedures for
computer services were followed by the
State Library in awarding the contract
• The contract clearly specified the State
Library's ownership rights in certain
computer software.
• Public libraries believed that the
quality of TCC services and products
had improved since the project was
initiated in 1980. However, most of the
libraries which received grants in 1980
25

sultant has been hired to develop user's
manuals and advise librarians. in addition,
the General Assembly has created a State
Network Users Advisory Council to advise
the State Librarian and the Library Board on
all matters of library networking.
Monitoring has been improved through
monthly reports from TCC and through
contract revisions. Another area of change
is a requirement in the 1984~85 contract
that TCC enter all records into the data
bases. This takes much of the operation out
of the local libraries. The result, according
to the State Librarian, is that "work appears
to be going much more rapidly and with
fewer problems -- certainly with fewer
misunderstandings. "

the development of the Virginia Tech
Library System.
The major findings and recorumendations of the study were:
• Development and sales of VTLS had
resulted in substantial revenues that
could be used by the Virginia Tech
Foundation for the benefit of the
University. The VTLS had received
national and international attention.
This could be attributed to the
initiative and ingenuity of the
developer, and to the entrepreneurial
policies and attitudes of the University
which fostered the creation of
intellectual properties by its staff.

The Virginia Tech
Library System
The Speaker of the House requested
that JLARC conduct a study of the
development of an automated circulation
system for the Virginia Tech library and the
assignment of this system to the Virginia
Tech Foundation for marketing and
distribution. The Speaker was concerned
that the appropriate steps might not have
been taken to secure the proprietary
interest of the State and the taxpayers in
the computer program. He was also
concerned that the Virginia Tech Foundation
might have been charging libraries in the
Commonwealth an unfair price for the
computer software.
Consistent with this study request,
JLARC staff examined the following
questions: (1) Who owns the proprietary
rights in the Virginia Tech Library System
(VTLS)? (2) Who is entitled to royalties and
to what extent? (3) Does the University
have the authority to transfer intellectual
property rights to the Virginia Tech
Foundation? and (4) Is the Virginia Tech
Foundation charging public libraries a fair
price for installing VTLS?
The staff reviewed relevant federal and
State laws, policies, and procedures;
interviewed key personnel from Virginia
Tech; consulted with intellectual property
law specialists at the College of William and
Mary and the University of Virginia; and
requested the Auditor of Public Accounts to
review certain financial issues related to
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• Although the computer software was
not patentable, Virginia Tech chose to
include the development of VTLS under
its patent policy. Computer software is
covered, however, under the Federal
copyright law. Thus, the University
should have used its copyright policy in
determining the developer's share of
the royalties.
• The development of VTLS was an
assigned duty of the developer through
1978. Under the University's 1973
copyright policy, Virginia Tech owned
intellectual properties developed as
assigned duties by staff members and
was not obligated to distribute
royalties. Therefore, that portion of
VTLS developed through 1978 should be
assigned a market value. Revenues
accruing from that portion should be
credited to the Foundation and not
shared with the developer.
• Because the original VTLS was
developed with general funds and as a
part of the assigned duties of the
developer, the Foundation should
reimburse the general fund $53,000 for
the developmental expenses associated
with the original software system.
• University decisions regarding the
assignment of proprietary rights to the
Virginia Tech Foundation were
consistent with State laws and

longstanding intellectual
policies of the University.

property

there any State policies for guiding the
creation and commercial marketing of
intellectual properties by State employees?
and (4) Should there be a legislative policy
on patents and copyrights?
The JLARC staff sent letters to all
colleges and universities in Virginia
requesting copies of t.hcir patent and
copyright policies and a listing of any
intellectual properties owned by the
university or an affil iated foundation.
Policies for a number of state universities
outside of Virginia were also reviewed.
JLARC interviewe-d research personnel
at the University of Virginia, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University,
and Virginia Commonwealth University.
Interviews were also held with staff of the
State Council of Higher Education, State
Corporation Commission, Department of
Information Technology, and Department of
Highways and Transpor-f.ation,
Major findings of the study were:

• The revised VTL<; pricing options for
public libraries in Virginia appeared fair
and reasonable.
Since the report's issnance, the
university has taken the following steps:
• Virginia Tech has reimbursed the
Commonwealth of Virginia in the
amount of $53,000, the estimated
development cost of VTLS.
• Revenues accruing from the replicated
portion of VTLS have been retained by
the Virginia Tech Foundation. A value
of $2,500 has been assigned to the
replicated portion.
• The university administration is currently reviewing and revising its patent
and copyright policies with a view
toward establishing a single intellectual
properties policy.

• The primary mission of publicly
supported universit.ies has not been the
production of patentable ideas or
inventions. Taken as a whole, however,
the State's universities appeared to
have done well in creating intellectual
properties which earned revenues for
their benefit. As of July 1984,
universities or t.heir affiliated
foundations had administered over 150
patents or copyrights, generating $2.6
million in total revenues.

In addition to the case-specific
recommendations stemming from the
report, a major conclusion was that the
Commonwealth needed to exercise greater
oversight of intellectual properties
developed with general funds on State time.

Patent and Copyright Issues
in Virginia State Government

• Most universities did not have intellectual property policies and, of
those that did, the policies varied
significantly in terms of substance and
format. With the increasing emphasis
being placed on research, the
enactment of new federal copyright
laws, and the advent of the Center for
Innovative Technology (CIT), colleges
and universities needed to formulate
such policies.

The genesis of this study was the
concern that appropriate policies might not
be in place to secure the proprietary
interest of the State and the taxpayers in
the creation and management of intellectual
properties. Since taxpayer funding supports
a substantial amount of creative work at
universities as well as in State agencies, the
public should derive reasonable benefit from
those intellectual properties.
The central questions addressed in this
study were: (1) What is the scope of
intellectual property development at the
State's colleges and universities? (2) To
what extent have State universities and
colleges formulated patent and copyright
policies, and are they compatible? (3) Are

• The General Asse mbly might wish to
enact a law strengthening legislative
oversight of intellectual property
development at universities. This could
be accomplished by establishing a
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provision that all patent and copyright
policies conform to general principles,
by providing the State Council of
Higher Education a role in monitoring
the creation and administration of
intellectual properties at the State's
universities, 01' some combination of
the two.

Several legislative and executive
actions have been taken in response to the
special report. House Bill 1493, enacted by
the 1985 General Assembly, establishes a
policy for State employees developing
patentable and copyrightable materials at
work. It also authorizes CIT to assist State
agencies in evaluating and marketing
intellectual properties.
An Intellectual Property Task force was
assembled to further articulate a policy and
procedures for executive agencies. The task
force was headed by the Deputy Secretary
for Administration, and was composed of
representatives from JLARC, the Center
for Innovative Technology, the State
Corporation Commission, the Department of
Information Technology, the State Council
of Higher Education, the University of
Virginia Patent Foundation, and the
Attorney General's office. An Executive
Policy Memorandum will be issued in the
fall of 1985.
House Joint Resolution 310 was also
passed by the General Assembly requesting
the Governor to develop a meritorious
service awards program for State
employees. An employees suggestion
program was begnn in April 1985.

• There seemed to be a growing need for
policies to regulate the creation of
intellectual properties by State agency
employees, especially in the area of
computer software development. The
General Assembly might also wish to
forge a marketing linkage between
State agencies and the newly created
CIT.
• Some ideas and inventions which have
saved the State money have been
discovered by classified employees.
However, there has been no program
for rewarding these individuals for their
cost-cutting proposals, although one
has been authorized for many years.
The General Assembly might wish to
encourage the Governor to develop and
implement such a program.
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•
Work In
Progress
two groups, JLARC w as requested to
estimate, in collaboration with DMHMR, the
costs of imlementing 1:he study recommendations. These estimates will be
presentcd in September- and a final report
made before the 1986 session.
The JLARC staff found that while
siguificant progress has been made toward
an integrated service delivery system,
corrective actions are still necessary. The
study recommendations will take the form
of phased actions by th e General Assembly,
DMHMR, the Comrnunj ty Service Boards,
and other State entities to achieve the
following policy goals:

Deinstitutionalization
Deinstitutionalization, the process by
which primary treatment for the mentally
disabled is transferred from State mental
health hospitals to commnnity service
providers, has been a major topic of
legislative eoneern for nearly 20 years. The
General Assembly established community
service boards in 1968. In 1972, the Hirst
Commission fonnd deplorable conditions in
State institntions and recommended censns
reductions and increases in spending for
community mental health services. In 1979,
the Bagley Commission found serions
deficiencies in the system and made
sweeping recommendations in the areas of
fnnding, client management, and community
services.
A special study of deinstitutionalization
was prepared by JLARC in cooperation with
the Bagley Commission. The study
concluded that a coordinated system of care
had not been developed. Responsibilities for
deinstitutionalization were fragmented
among numerous State and local agencies.
JLARC recommended clarification of
DMHMR's role, the provision of a basic core
of services, standardization of planning
forms for client discharge, improved
monitoring of community service boards,
and enhanced interagency cooperation.
SJR 42 of the 1984 session directed
JLARC to provide technical assistance to
still another legislative task force, the
Commission on Deinstitutionalization. The
JLARC staff nndertook an intensive
data-gathering effort, "tracking" clients
from hospitals to commnnity service boards,
examining the many kinds of client records,
and conducting interviews and administering
surveys at DMHMR, the community service
boards, homes for adults, and the Department of Social Services.
The project staff reported to the SJR
42 Commission on its preliminary findings in
August 1985. After a work session of the

• expanding the availability of comrnunity programs,
• developing alternatives to State
hospitalization and thereby reducing
client recidivism,
• reducing hospital census and long-term
costs,
• improving housing
services,

and

residential

• improving planning and data collection,
• establishing fiscal acconntability,
• establishing service accountability.

Virginia Housing
Development Authority
Senate Joint Resolution 7 of the 1984
session requested the Commission to review
the programs and operations of VHDA with
special attention to (l) activities of the
authority supported by mortgage revenue
bonds; (2) the extent to which the
authority's programs have benefited persons
and families of low and moderate income;
(3) the definition of low and moderate
income as used by VHD A; (4) the operations,
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Putting heads together over
complex issues is a large part
of the Commission's work.
Left: Senators Buchanan and
Willey exchange views.
Above: Delegates Manning and
Bagley confer.

management, and administration of the
authority; and (5) any additional matters
deemed appropriate by the staff.
This study has been under way since the
spring of 1984 and is now nearing
complet ion, An interim progress report
outlining the authority's programs and
briefly deseribing the methods used by the
team was completed and distributed in
February 1985.
The final report will Include
comprehensive evaluations of the
authority's multi-family and single family
programs based on assessments of eligibility

criter-ia, selection processes, and
management functions. The project team is
also preparing a client profile of those
served by VHDA.

Costs of Achieving
Standards of Educational Quality
The focus of this project is the cost of
funding the State-mandated Standards of
Quality. Key topics include: (1) the validity
of cost data, (2) the division of costs into
instructional and support costs, (3) the
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relationship of costs to the required
standards, and (4) the adequacy of current
State funding in meeting costs associated
with the State-mandated standards.

Independent Agencies
of State Government
The 1985 Approprieat.ions Act directed
JLARC to initiate a shady of the operations
of independent agencies, specifically the
State Corporation Coraimission and the
Department of Worker's Compensation
(Industrial Commission) _ The studies are to
address matters rela-t.ing to the
management, organization, staffing,
programs, and fees of tl::J.e agencies, as well
as other matters as directed by the
Commission.

Corrections
The JLARC staff is continuing its
series of reports on corrections issues as
directed by the Appropriations Act. Three
studies are currently in progress, and their
completion will bring the total in this area
to seven.
Non-Security Staffing. Among the key
issues in this area are the following: (1) Do
DOC institutions have an adequate amount
of non-security staff? (2) Is there excessive
variation in non-security staffing levels
between institutions? (3) Are non-security
staff used appropriately? (4) To what extent
can inmates be used to perform such
non-security functions as maintenance and
food preparation?

The State Corporation Com_lIlission.
The SCC is an independent agency of State
government with legislative, judicial, and
executive author-ity. I t has not been the
subject of any major legislative
evaluations. This study will be the first of
JLARC's studies of independent agencies.
The study mandate directs .JLARC to
"plan and initiate a comprehensive
performance audit amd review of
operations." The first phase of this study
involved an organization, operations, and
management review. T'he project will be
completed in mid-1986.

The Department of__C_oge£t::i<>':'1ll
Education.
DOCE (formerly the
Rehabilitative School Authority) is an
independent agency established to provide
educational services to incarcerated youth
and adults in Virginia correctional
institutions. The study is focusing on
whether the agency's level of staff is
appropriate, both in the institutions and in
the central office. It is also examining
facility utilization and the distribution of
programs and staff among the various adult
and youth institut.ions.
The existence of an autonomous agency
to deliver correctional education services
may be unique to Virginia. The study is
assessing whether a separate agency for
delivering educational services to inmates is
the most effective and efficient structure.

The~pax:tIIlent
of Worker's
Compensation (Industrisal Commission). The
Industrial Commission of Virginia is
responsible for deciding claims for
compensation under
the Worker's
Compensation Act. It is also responsible for
compensating victims 0:1' violent crime. This
area is scheduled for review in 1986.

Highway AUocatioms
.JLARC has contlnared its follow-up of
the highway allocations study as necessary.
A key item currently in progress is an
analysis of the urbara vehicle-milesof-travel data eollecteed by the Department
of Highways and Transportation. JLARC
staff are assessing the relationship between
the new data and exisa.Ing data used to
allocate urban oonstru-etion funds to the
cities and towns.
Staff are also reviewing implementation of HB 1269, monitoring highway
fund revenues, and pro- viding assistance to
members on matters dealing with the
JLARC studies and HB :1269.

Local Jail Capacity and forecasting.
This study is focusing on the capacity of
correctional facilities to house existing and
projected local jail populations. Crowding
in local jails and the capacity of State
institutions to absorb State felons are being
examined. The use of the State's funding
formula as a method of managing the
distribution of local jail populations are also
being explored.
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JLARC that the health pilot review
encompass these ongoing studies, but not be
limited to them.
The health studies took about 18
months to complete, culminating in August
1979 with the completion of a study of the
Medical Facilities Certificate-of-Need
Law. Studies were coordinated with a joint
subcommittee composed of appointees from

development, (2) agency opportunity to
review report drafts, (3) report tone, and
(4) follow-up.
Topic Selection. Agency officials
requested more involvement in the topic
selection process, and they believed that
subcommittee meetings regarding topic
selection should be accessible to agency
representatives. One participant stated
that better involvement would give the
agencies an "undersf.anding of where the
legislature was coming from." He felt it
was important for agency heads to know
why certain topics were selected, and others
were not.
The committee suggested that the
Commission and staff explore options for
involving agencies in topic selection and
development processes. These might
include inviting the agency head to observe
subcommittee deliberations or to submit a
list of proposed topics.

the Senate Committee on Education and
Health and from the House Committee on
Health, Welfare, and lnstitutions.
The reports ultimately encompassed
under the health pilot review included An
Overview of Medical Assistance Programs
and evaluations of Long Term Care,
Inpatient Care, Outpatient Care,
Certificate of Need, and Homes for Adults.
The study committee met in October
1980 to review the procedures and
accomplishments of the pilot program and
to suggest any necessary changes.
Legislative and executive officials involved
in study activities were invited to share
their experiences. Dr. Alan Rosenthal,
Director of the Eagleton lnstitute of
Politics at Rutgers University, participated
in the assessment as an expert observer of
the field of state legislative oversight.
Based on the committee findings,
several recommendations were made to the
Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Commission regarding procedures.

Review of Exposure Draft. JLARC's
"exposure drafts" had always been reviewed
by agencies affected by the evaluations as
an external quality control measure.
Written comments were requested from
agency heads. Agency officials stated,
however, that they were not always given
sufficient time to review and comment on
the exposure draft.
The committee suggested that agencies
be given at least 20 working days to review
exposure drafts and prepare their written
responses.
~rt Tone.
Two agency administrators commented on report tone -especially relating to how critical comments
could be balanced. One administrator
stated that reports understandably appeared
negative because they highlighted agency
and program deficiencies. In other words,
reports focused on the things that needed to
be improved. Nevertheless, those agencies
urged more balance be added to reports by
identifying to a greater degree the things an
agency had done right.
The committee agreed that program
evaluation is essentially a critical process.
It needs to focus on agency performance
that falls short of program objectives or
sound management practices. Yet if a

A Critique of Procedures
The committee concluded that
Evaluation Act procedures, as they applied
to the health pilot studies, were basically
sound. Several refinements were suggested,
primarily in four areas: (1) agency
involvement in topic selection and
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responsibility should n.ot necessarily end
when a report was iSSUEd or when a public
hearing was held. Ther-e might also be some
kind of continuing ove rsight involvement.
One member urged caution in this regard.
He sensed there could be a significant
problem if the concept of JLARC's
continuing, sustained involvement in
implementation of study findings was taken
too far. The committee agreed, however,
that follow-up was imp-ortant,
It was noted that m 1980 legislation had
been enacted authoriziIlg JLARC to develop
more formal follow-up procedures. This
legislation applied to all reports completed
under the Act. Three types of follow-up
studies were authorized: (1) agency
status-of-action report s, (2) supplementary
reports, and (3) biennial reports to the
General Assembly.
The study commit tee suggested that,
when appropriate, subcommittees that had
worked on studies might be invited by the
JLARC chairman to b-ecome involved in
monitoring executive r-esponses given to the
studies in those f'ollovv-up reports. By
involving subcommittees in follow-up
activities, the specific legislators who were
primary users of oversight information could
have more direct, continuing access to it.
The committee also suggested that
JLARC take advantage of the in-depth
knowledge gained through evaluation
studies, and on the occasion of its follow-up
reports, bring to the attention of the
General Assembly any significant policy
matters that might be on the horizon. The
committee noted a particular need for
caution in this regard and urged that in the
event such reports were made, they be
clearly distinguished from regular JLARC
evaluation reports.

fn 1979, JLARC
eter} a study of the Virginia
Extension OMSion. fn June 1985, the
'on fiff$d its third "status of actiOll" report on
C recommend,tions. The foNawing
from that report is IJy Dr. M. R. Gessfer,
tor of the Vfrgini, Cooperative Extension
Service.

"Senior stafr who were employed by the
n Division in 1979 and who are cU1'rel1tly
y storr report an interesting evolution
in
ude. The JLARC report which was viewed
negatively by them at the time it waspresented. is
now seen as one or the most posiUve external
studies which could have been conducted for the
agency. The analytical vallie of that JLARC
external study has contributed to the agency
reduction in f
ting in a more strt'amlioed
agency today
believe a more efficient
organization.
r, it was one SOUIld basis for
oar corrent emphasis on excellence being made in
all of the agency programs,
Through onr agency's orgaoizatiooal
relationship to the Extension Service, United
States Department of Agricaltore, and the regular
interaction with the Cooperative Extension
Services or other states, the JLARC study bas hern
cited as a model for a thorough, analytical study."

report is unnecessarily negative, it can
irritate and offend the agency, and make
acceptance of recommendations more
difficult.
The committee suggested that greater
effort be given to achieving balance in
report tone. The reports might acknowledge
positive agency contributions, note
cooperative actions taken to improve
program management and administration,
and generally give more credit where due
for positive performance.
Follgw-QQ. Under the auspices of the
Evaluation Act, House and Senate standing
committees with jurisdiction over the health
pilot study series had been invited to
participate in the study process. Each
committee chairman had been asked to
appoint a subcommittee to work with
JLARC and its staff. Subcommittee
members had participated actively in
selecting topics, making recommendations, and holding public hearings on
completed studies.
Several of the committee members
believed that a subcommittee's

Identifying Accomplishments
The committee concluded that the
Evaluation Act had provided the General
Assembly with a systematic means of
evaluating the funct ions of State
government and coordinating that
evaluation work with the oversight
responsibilities of the standing committees.
Actions taken in response to the health
pilot studies indicated there had been
significant accomplishments.
Positive
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changes had occurred in legislative policy,
program management, and agency
administration.
Dr. Rosenthal noted two other, less
tangible outcomes of evaluation in Virginia.
His comments were based on a study he had
conducted in Virginia of JLARC report
utilization. The first point was that the
Evaluation Act had functioned as a
reinforcement or reassurance mechanism
for the legislature and its standing
committees:

things have been done
hand-in-hand so to speak, based
on JLARC reports. 1 think that
the administration is to be
commended for that and 1 would
be remiss if 1 didn't make that
statement.
1 believe the results of this
(past) session have shown that the
Act is working pretty well at this
time ...."
The study committee agreed with the
general assessment and concluded that the
Evaluation Act was working effectively. No
statutory revisions were recommended.

"The Act can reassure the
legislature that something is
being operated properly.
Sometimes because of the size
of a program or the nature of
conflict taking place in State
government, the legislature
requires some sort of scrutiny to
see whether things are OK -- and
it's not bad to find out that
something is working well."

Learning from the Past and
Looking to the Future

A second point was on the quality of
information that was produced. Educating
the legislature and agencies about programs
is not a manifest purpose of the Evaluation
Act, but it seemed to be an important
by-product of the Commission's study
activities. Rosenthal commented:
"It's amazing how valuable
this health series seems to be to
legislators and their staffs,
agency personnel, and interest
groups. I've heard a number of
people say they are using these
documents because they give a
good description of the program.
It's a fairly decent learning
document. "
Delegate Richard M. Bagley, JLARC's
Chairman, concurred with Dr. Rosenthal's
assessment and acknowledged that the
health pilot studies did indeed result in
significant accomplishments. And, he added:
"1 think it is perfectly
remarkable, given the sometimes
adversarial relationship between
the executive and legislative
branches of government, that
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Five years have passed since the health
pilot study and the first assessment of the
Evaluation Act. During that time, as
documented in the last two biennial reports,
JLARC has significantly broadened the
range of its studies, further testing the
metal of the Act and its various provisions.
Additional review is now warranted, which
is the purpose of the oversight conference.
Enactment 4 of Chapter 388 of the
1978 Acts of Assembly calls for a second
assessment opportunity -- a Conference on
Legislative Oversight. Like the health pilot,
the Conference has been planned to assess
and evaluate the accomplishments of the
Act. But unlike the first review, it will use
a broader comparative perspective -focusing on legislative oversight in Virginia
and learning from experiences in other
states as well.
The conference membership consists of
the members of the Commission, the chairs
of each House and Senate standing
committee, and other members of the
General Assembly appointed by the Speaker
of the House of Delegates or by the Senate
Committee on Privileges and Elections.
Proceedings are to be prepared and made
available to each member of the General
Assembly and to the public.
Several observations on specific
provisions of Act are discussed below to
assist conferees and legislators in
reassessing the Act.

Scheduling.
§30-66 directs the
Commission and the General Assembly to
prepare periodic evaluation schedules.
Paragraph A states that the functional areas
of State government shall be scheduled for
legislative review and evaluation on a
seven-year cycle, beginning in the 1979-80
fiscal year. Paragraph B adds that
beginning with the 1979 legislative session,
and from time to time as may be required,
the Senate and House of Delegates shall by
joint resolution establish a schedule for the
review of the functional areas of State
government.
For the most part, this provision of the
Act has been carried ont. However, neither
the Commission nor the General Assembly
deemed it necessary to schedule the
functional areas on a full, seven-year
cycle. in 1979, a majority of the
Commission believed that it was not in the
legislature's best interest to establish a
long-range schedule which provided
agencies advance notice that oversight was
scheduled. Consistent with that belief, the
content and specificity of the scheduling
resolutions have varied over the past four
years.
SJR 133 adopted by the 1979 General
Assembly scheduled two functional areas for
review:

SJR 50 was passed in 1980 and
scheduled for review:
Transportation
Resources and Economic
Development
General Government
SJR 35 was agreed to by the 1982
General Assembly. It scheduled the
remaining functional areas for review (but
divided the Education :function into two
parts):
Education (Elementary & Secondary)
Administration of Justice
Education (Higher)
Enterprises
Only the first scheduling resolntion
contained specific dates. Dates were
dropped from the subsequent resolutions to
provide the Commission greater scheduling
flexibility, especially in light of the General
Assembly's continuing interest in transportation issues and programs, and the
seven-year cycle has now been extended to
approximately eight years.
Two subsequent lessons have been
learned. First, while the long-range
schedule may signal the functional area for
review, the topic selection process does not
become specific until after the resolution
has been passed. Thus, earlier concerns
about the advanced notice have been
rendered moot. Second. the longer schedule

1979-80 individual and Family
Services
1980-81 Resources and Economic
Development
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adopted in the two latter resolutions have
helped staff plan and sequence work under
the Evaluation Act, and balance that work
with other oversight mandates given by the
General Assembly. There seems to be little
reason, therefore, not to adopt a regular
schedule for the functional areas in a single
scheduling resolution.
In summary, the scheduling provision
seems to be the keystone of the Evaluation
Act. In the event the General Assembly
does not request specific studies from the
Commission, the scheduling provision
provides .JLARC with sufficient legislative
guidance to plan and carry out an evaluative
oversight program. However, the General
Assembly may wish to consider adding a
standard schedule to the Evaluation Act's
scheduling resolution. The legislature still
would retain the flexibility to alter the
schedule for a single year or for all years,
depending on circumstances.
A table following this article shows all
the studies completed under the Evaluation
Act listed according to functional areas.

specific areas of study within the
transportation function. Thus, for this
function, the full legislature (not just the
standing committees) determined the topics
to be studied and the committees to be
represented on the coordinating committee.
SJR 50 also directed the Commission to
review programs concerned with the
regulation of occupations and professions.
JLARC was directed to work with the two
General Laws committees. Senator Stanley
C. Walker was appointed chairman of the
joint subcommittee which operated during
the period. However, §30-77 of the Code
provides a mandate for JLARC to make
periodic performance reviews of specific
regulatory agencies as listed in the Code.
Thus, once again, the scheduling and
coordinating provision of the Evaluation Act
was superceded by another legislative
mandate.
SJR 35, the most recent scheduling
resolution, includes a provision which
applies to all five functional areas scheduled
in the resolution. It states, "Prior to the
initiation of such studies, the Commission
shall coordinate its review efforts with
Senate and House of Delegates committees
with general jurisdiction in the area of
study, and such committee chairmen shall
appoint a subcommittee to work with the
Joint Legislative Audit and Review
Commission in the appropriate area."
Nevertheless, because of the diverse
nature of the programmatic activities
comprising the General Government area
and the nature of some of the studies,
standing committees did not have to be
requested to playa coordinative role. Many
of the issues which were addressed in the
General Government area were statutory
responsibilities of JLARC (working capital
funds) or of significant interest to the two
budget committees which were already well
represented on the
Commission
(consolidation of State office space in
Roanoke and Northern Virginia).
Furthermore, HJR 105 of the 1982 session,
which requested a study of the mandates
placed on local governments established a
12-member subcommittee to work with the
Commission. Although this effort was
identified as an Evaluation Act study in the
area of General Government, the legislature
chose to establish linkages within the

Coordination with Standing Committees. An important objective of the sunset
study task force was to increase the
participation of standing committees in the
evaluation process. §30-67 was drafted to
carry out the thrust of this recommendation.
This provision calls for the Commission
to coordinate its work with the standing
committees. The Commission is to
introduce a joint resolution which identifies
to the extent feasible the agencies,
programs or activities selected for review
~ and evaluation from the functional area.
Then, to ensure proper coordination with
appropriate committees, the resolution is
supposed to identify each House and Senate
standing committee to be invited to
participate in developing study topics.
For various reasons, this provision has
not been carried out in a consistent
manner. SJR 133 identified specific
committees which were to participate with
the Commission. As shown latter, the
process worked exactly as intended.
In discussing the subsequent resolution,
the legislature took a different posture.
SJR 50 established a select committee to
work with JLARC in the preparation of the
Transportation reports, and also identified
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General Assembly committees as part of the
resolution - - a common practice with study
resolutions.
The two studies of agencies which had
"sunset" provisions as part of their enabling
legislation and which were incorporated
under the Evaluation Act also had specific
mandates and specific coordinating
mechanisms as part of the study resolutions.
In the functional area referred to as
"Administration of Justice," the legislature
used still another variation to specify
evaluation topics. In this case, the specific
subjects to be studied were listed in the
Appropriations Act. And, in the functional
area of "Education," one topic was specified
by appropriations act language and a second
topic was approved by the Commission as an
extension of its authority under its enabling
legislation.
Thus, while §30-67 offers the General
Assembly one mechanism to use when
establishing specific topics for review, a
variety of other mechanisms are also used
for topic selection purposes. Given that
several alternatives are used, the General
Assembly may wish to modify this specific
provision to recognize existing practice and
make the language permissive rather than
mandatory.
Evaluation Criteria
and Self-Studies.
-- --§30-68 sets out certain criteria to be used
in evaluating agencies, programs, and
activities. This provision also authorizes
the Commission to require self-studies of
agencies. Self-studies were requested from
both the Division for Children and the
Division of Volunteerism and proved to be a
valuable exercise for the agencies.
Although use of the self-study provision has
not been extensive, it is a handy tool for
economizing the evaluation and oversight
process.
-~-

~
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Access to Information. §30-69 provides
the Commission access to agency re,pord".
Access to Information has been an
important and frustrating issue of concern
during several JLARC studies, most
recently in the areas of
health and
community diversion.
The invocation of this statute has on
several occasions been necessary and
particularly helpful.

f'ublic Hearings.
Although the
Legislative Program Review and Evaluation
Act did not have a mandatory termination
provision as did typical "sunset" laws, a
process for utilization of oversight results
was developed. The f'o s-mal guarantee of
utilization by the legislature was the
provision that commiU:ees would hold
hearings on the subject reports and establish
a dialogue on program performance in an
open forum, Sections 3U-70 and 30-71, the
public
provisions of the Act, were
adopted for
purpose.
To a great exten s., the hearing
provisions have achieved their purpose
but not in the way originally conceived.

Public hearings have been held on
practically every produe t. of the Evaluation
Act. For example, public hearings were
held Oil
of the health pilot
series.
staff presented the
reports in a specially convened hearing and
interested agencies and citizens commented
on the subject areas, re port findings, and
staff recommendations. A single hearing
was held on the reports that constituted the
and Family Services series.
Dealing with several r-eports at once
reduced the time demands on legislators and
kept
costs to a rrrinimum,
The committees tbat received the
reports on the Division for Children and the
Division
Volunteer-is.m each held a
hear-ina which f'ocused specifically
on
recommendations contained in the
report and on
termination. A
legislative package greW' out of each hearing
which
recommendations contained
in the r-eoor-t ,
The ue.aa-ure orovisieon was implemented
somewhat
f'or the reports
within the Transportation
series. In that case, the reports were made

available just prior to the legislative
session. Two major pieces of motor fuel
tax legislation, Senate Bill 99 and House Bill
532, had been introduced which related to
the reports dealing with highway needs,
highway financing, and cost responsibility.
The substance of those reports was
conveyed to House and Senate budget and
finance committees concurrent with
hearings on the tax bills. A subcommittee
of the House Finance Committee also held a
hearing on the repoet dealing with the
administration of the Department of
Highways and Transportat ion. Since the
substance of the reports had been heard
extensively by the members of the
legislature (and legislation had been passed
dealing with each report) further hearings
would have been duplicative and, therefore,
were unnecessary.
in a similar way, hearings were held on
the corrections reports during the
legislative session because the reports wer-e
issued just prior to the session and
legislation relevant to the reports was under
consideration.
Thus, timing in the release of the
reports has been an important influence on
the nature of the hearing process. Those
reports that are issued before the
legislature convenes are frequently heard as

a routine part of the legislative process.
Reports that are released during the interim
may roqulre special hearings.
in reassessing the Evaluation Act, the
General Assembly may wish to modify the
hearing provision to recognize the various
hearing alternatives that are available.
Safeguard Provisions. §30-72 and
§30-73 contain certain safeguard provisions
that were included in the Evaluation Act to
make it more palatable to the sunset study
task force. For example, "The operation of
this chapter shall not restrict the power of
the General Assembly to study or act on any
matter at any time" and "The operation of
this chapter shall not imply or requir-e the
termination of any State agency or
program."
§30-73 states that the Evaluation Act
"shall terminate on July one, nineteen
hundred eighty-seven, unless reestablished
by prior act of the General Assembly."
It appears that these two statutory
provisions have achieved the purposes of
ensuring legislative consideration of the
reports issued under the Evaluation Act and
reassessing the Act itself. Consequently,
these provisions can now be deleted from
the Act when it is introduced for
reenactment.
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Legislative Program Review
and Evaluation Act:
Study Synopsis
Health Pilot Study
In 1977, JLARC undertook a series of comprehensive studies on medicaI assistance programs
in Virginia. Subsequently, these studies were incorporated under the pilot review provisions of the
Evaluation Act. The study effort was coordinated with the Health Pilot Subeomm.ittee composed of
appointees from the Senate Committee on Education and Health and the House Committee on Health,
Welfare and Institutions. Five reports were issued:
Medical Assistance Programs in Virginia: An Overview
Outpatient Care in Virginia
Long Term Care in Virginia
Inpatient Care in Virginia
Certificate of Need in Virginia

Individual and Family Services
Senate Joint Resolution 133 enacted during the 1979 legislative session. directed JLARC to
evaluate during FY 1979-80 programs and agencies in the Standards of Living subf'unction of the
Individual and Family Services budget function. Review efforts were coordinated with the House
Committee on Health, Welfare and Institutions, and the Senate Committee on Soc ial Services and
Rehabilitation. The JLARC review concentrated on programs and activities in the Department of
Welfare. Studies completed were:
Homes for Adults in Virginia
The General Relief Program in Virginia
Title XX in Virginia
Organization and Administration of Social Services in Virginia
(includes an evaluation of Day Care in Virginia)

Transportation
During the 1980 legislative session, the General Assembly passed SJR 50 which called for a
comprehensive review and evaluation of various aspects of highway and transportation programs. The
early phases of the review were coordinated with a special subcommittee consisting of appointees from
the House Roads and Internal Navigation Committee, Senate Transportation Committee, House Finance
Committee, and Senate Finance Committee. The following reports have been published:
Methodology for a Vehicle Cost Responsibility Study: An Interim Report
Vehicle Cost Responsibility in Virginia
Highway Construction, Maintenance, and Transit Needs in Virginia
Highway Financing in Virginia
Organization and Administration of the Department of Highways and Transportation: An
I nteri m Report
Organization and Administration of the Department of Highways and Transportation
Highway and Transportation Programs in Virginia: A Summary Report

Other reports in the Transportation Series, not mandated by SJR 50:
Staffing and Manpower Planning in the Department of Highways and Transportation
Interim Report: Equity of Current Provisions for Allocating Highway C onstruction Funds in
Virginia
Equity of Current Provisions for Allocating Highway and Transportation Funds in Virginia

Resources and Economic Development
SJR 50 instructed JLARC to review the budget function of Resources asid Economic
Development, specifically focusing on programs, activities, and agencies concerne-d with the regulation

(Table eosittnues on next page)
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(Continued from previous page)
of professioos and occupations. The Commission coordinated its review effort with a subcommittee
composed of members from the House Committee on General Laws and the Senate Committee on
General Laws. Two studies were prepared:
Occupational and Professional Regulatory Boards in Virginia
The Occupational and Professional Regulatory System in Virginia

General Government
Senate Joint Resolution 35, enacted by the 1982 General Assembly, directed JLARC to
review the functional area of General Government. HJR 105 (1982), HJR 10 (1983), and SJR 36 (1983)
also specified studies in this functional area and were incorporated under the Evaluation Act.
Working Capital Funds In Virginia
Consolidation of Office Space in the Roanoke Area
Consolidation of Office Space in Northern Virginia
Interim Report: Local Mandates and Finencist Resources
State Mandates on Local Governments and Local Financial Resources
Local Fiscal Stress and State Aid
Towns in Virginia
Interim Report: Organization of the Executive Branch
An Assessment of Structural Targets in the Executive Branch of Virginia
An Assessment of the Secretarial System in the Commonwealth of Virginia
An Assessment of the Roles of Boards and Commissions in the Commonwealth of Virginia
Organization of the Executive Branch in Virginia: A Summary Report
The Virginia Division for Children
The Virginia Division of v otunteerism

Administration of Justice
SJR 35 directed the Commission to look at programs and activities in the functional area of
Administration of Justice. Specific topics were mandated by language in the Appropriatioos Act. in
addition to the studies listed below, reviews are under way of noosecurity staffing, local jail capacity
and forecasting, and the Department of Correctional Education.
Interim Report: Central and Regional Staffing in the Department of Corrections
The Community Diversion Incentive Program of the Virginia Department of Corrections
Virginia's Correctional System: Population Forecasting and Capacity
Security Staffing and Procedures in Virginia's Prisons

Education (Elementary and Secondary)
SJR 35 scheduled the area of elementary and secondary education for future review. A
review of the Educational Standards of Quality is under way.
Education (Higher) and Enterprises
No studies have been initiated in these two functional areas.

Note: Related studies not carried out under the Evaluation Act have been completed in some functional
areas. All JLARC studies are listed in the Annotated Bibliography.
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JLARC
REPORTS

An Annotated
Prosr.. Evalaation:
College System

The

Bibliog!:!!p.!!~

Virginia

Commuoity

Program Evaluatioa: VocatiCtaal Rehabilitation

November 1976 (authorized by Section 30-58.1, Code
of Virginia) 130 pp.

March 1975 (authorized by Section 30-58.1, Code of
Virginia) 151 pp.

Evaluated the vocational rehabilitation programs managed
by the Department of Vocanon sal Rchabil itation and the
Commission for the Visually Hsandicapped.

Evaluated the State's Community College system, and
identified administrative and educational issues requiring
attention by VCCS, the Council on Higher Education,
and the Legislature.

Operational Revi.w: M.Da.ement of Stat.·Owaed
Laind la Virginia

Program Evaluation: VirgiDia Drug Abuse Control
Progra._
October 1975 (authorized by Section 30-58.1, Code of

April 1977 (authorized by Sect:ion 30-58.1, Code of
Virginia) 64 pp.
Assessed the processes for management and disposition of
land owned by State agencies and institutions.

Virginia) 201 pp.
Evaluated education, law enforcement, adjudication, treatment, and other control functions of the State's drug
abuse programs.
Operational
Virginia

Sanset, Z.ro"• • • Badgetlag. Evaluation

September 1977 (authorized by House Joint Resolution
178) 84 pp.

Review: WorldnR Capital Fund. In

Transcribed text of a two-day conference sponsored by
JLARC on the concepts of Sunset, Zero-Base Budgeting,
and Legislative Program Evaluar; ion.

February 1976 (authorized by Section 2.1-196.1, Code
of Virginia) 70 pp.
Assessed the use and management of working capital
funds by State agencies and institutions.

Progra. Evalaation: Marl...
.eat PrOR!a•• la Virgiaia

Soecl.1 Report: Certain Financial And Genera'
M•••••••• t Concera.. Virginia Institute of
Marl.e Science

R.soarce

Manage·

June 1977 (authorized by Section 3D-58. 1, Code of
Virginia), 80 pp.
Evaluated State programs for managing marine resources
and the administrative efficienc-y of agencies in implementing these programs.
"

July 1976 (authorized by Section 30-58.1, Code of
Virginia) 15 pp.
A review of VIMS, prompted by financial and manage"
ment problems discovered during another Commission
study regarding marine resources.

Special Report: Use of Stat...Owa.d Aircraft

October 1977 (authorized by Section 30-58.1, Code of
Virginia), 23 pp.

Progra. Eval_tio.: Water RellO.rce MaDaaemeat
I. Vi........

Assessed the cost, utilization, and management of State-owned aircraft. Recommended a needs assessment and the
implementation of appropriate policies and guidelines.

September 1976 (authorized by Section 30-58.1, Code
of Virginia) 178 pp.
Evaluated State laws and management programs designed
provide protection against flooding, ensure adequate
water supplies, and control pollution of Virginia's water
resources.

Zero·• •e Budgetina?

to

December 1977 (authorized by House Joint Resolution
178) 52 pp.
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Text of prepared remarks and taped testimony from a
budget forum held in August 1977 on Zero-Base Budgeting and its potential relevance for use in Virginia,

poor by local health dcpartrnents. Fourth in a series of
reports on medical assistance programs.

Manage_ent And Use of State-Owned Motor
Vehicles
July 1979 (authorized by Section 30-58.1, Code at
Virginia) 68 pp,
Evaluated the utilization of State-owned passenger vehicles and appropriateness of management procedures.

The Sunset Phenomenon

December 1977 (authorized by House Joint Resolution
178), 89 pp.
Third and final report of the HjR 178 study. Contains
legislation recommended to the General Assembly.

Certiflcate-Qf-Need In Virginia
August 1979 (authorized by Section 32-211.17, Code at
Virginia) 105 pp.
Examined the operation of the Medical Care Facilities,
Certificate of Public Need Law to determine if it has
served the public interest.

Long Term Care In Virginia
March 1978 (authorized by Section 30-58.1, Code at
Virginia) 110 pp.
Assessed the cost and quality of nursing home care, and
medicaid funding. First in a series of reports on medical
assistance programs in Virginia.

Report to the General Assembly
August 1979 (authorized by Section 30-58.2, Code at
Virginia) 32 pp.
Provided general information about the Commission and
summarized studies conducted from 1974 through 1979.

Medical Assistance Programs In Virginia: An
Overview
June 1978 (authorized by the 1978 Legislative
Program Review and Evaluation Act) 95 pp.
A descriptive report which focused on the individual
programs that make up the medical assistance system in
Virginia. Second in a series of reports on medical assistance programs.

Virginia Polytechnic Institute And State UniverExtension Division
September 1979 (authorized by Section 30-58.1, Code
at Virginia) 118 pp,
Reviewed the operation and administration of the
VPI&SU Extension Division, focusing on program expansion, duplication of effort, and organization and staffing.

!!!v.

Virginia Supplemental Retirement System
ManagelDent Review
October 1978 (authorized by Section 30-60, Code of
Virginia) 96 pp.
Provided a management review of the VSRS to complement a financial audit of the system conducted by the
State Auditor of Public Accounts.

Deinstltutionalization And Community ServicesSpecial Report
September 1979 (authorized by Section 30-58.1, Code
of Virginia) 84 pp.
Assessed release procedures at State institutions for the
mentally ill and mentally retarded and the linking of
discharged clients with appropriate services. One part of a
comprehensive review of the State's Mental health care
programs

Operational Review: The Capital Outlay Process
In Virginia
October 1978 (authorized by Section 30-58.1, Code of
Virginia) 94 pp.
Reviewed the planning, budgeting and implementing
procedures of the capital outlay process in the State.
Focused on authorized construction, and also reported on
unauthorized construction activity.

Speelal Study: Federal Funds-Interim Report
December 1979 (House Document No. 16 of the 1980
Session, authorized by House Joint Resolution 237 of
the 1979 Session) 42 pp.
Provided background information on the intergovernmental aid system. Reviewed the growth and distribution
of federal funds in Virginia.

Special Study: Camp Pendleton
November 1978 (House Document No.3 of the 1979
Session, authorized by House Joint Resolution 14 of
the 1978 Session), 58 pp.
Examined the utilization of Camp Pendleton) the needs
of the Virginia National Guard for training facilities, and
the needs of adjacent communities for public-purpose
land.

Ro.e. for Adults In Vlrslnia
December 1979 (authorized by Senate Joint Resolution
133 of the 1979 Session) 73 pp,
Evaluated the State's homes for the aged, infirm and
disabled. Examined the licensure and inspection process
of the State Department of Welfare and the adrninistration of the auxiliary grant program.

Inpatient eare In Virginia
January 1979 (authorized by Section 30-58.1, Code at
Virginia) 118 pp.
Reviewed State programs that provide hospital care to the
indigent. Third in a series of reports on medical assistance programs.

Manan.ent and Use of Consultants ~ State
Asenele.: Ope..atlonal· Review
May 1980 (authorized by Section 30-58.1 Code at
Virginia) 73 pp.
Assessed the need for and the use of consultants by State
agencies. Made recommendations to increase competitive
bidding and improve documentation and accountability.

Outpatient eare In Virginia
March 1979 (authorized by Section 30-58.1, Code of
Virginia) 73 pp.
Reviewed outpatient health care programs provided to the
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The General Relief Program In Virginia
September 1980 (authorized by Senate Joint Resolution 133 of the 1979 Session) 66 pp.
Examined the accuracy of the eligibility determination
process and assessed key aspects of case management in
the Virginia General Relief Program,
Fede..al Fund. In Virginia: Special Report
October 1980 (House Document No.6 of the 1981
Session, authorized by House Joint Resolution 237 of
the 1979 Session) 122 pp.
Focused on federal influence over State and local
programs and evaluated the procedures by which federal
funds are sought! utilized, monitored, and controlled.
Federal Funds In Virginia
January 1981 (authorized by House Joint Resolution
237 of the 1979 Session) 20 pp.
Summary study that assessed the impact of federal funds
on State agencies and local governments. Provided infermation on the implementation of recommendations from
earlier reports on this subject.

Methodology For A Vehicle Cost Responsibility
Study: Interi... Report
January 1981 (Senate Document No. 12 of the 1981
Session, authorized by Senate Joint Resolution 50 of
the 1980 Session) 65 pp.
Discussed the methodology to be used in carrying out
fLARes vehicle cost responsibility study. The design was
based on Virginia's highway programs, construction and
maintenance standards, and revenue sources.

Summarized studies conducted by the Commission since
its inception up to and including 1981. Focused on
agency responses to oversight findings and recommendations.

Highway and Transportation. Programs In Virginia:
A Su....ary Report
November 1981 (Senate Document No.6 of the 1982
Session, authorized by Senate Joint Resolution 50 of
the 1980 Session) 57 pp.
Summarized the studies conducted under SfR 50, which
focused on the administration of the DHT, highway and
transit need, revenues and methods of financing, and the
fair apportionment of costs among different vehicle classes.
Highlighted the principal findings and recommendations
of each study.
Organization And Ad.inistlration Of The Deoart..ent Of Highways And Transportation
November 1981 (Senate Document No.7 of the 1982
Session, authorized by Senate Joint Resolution 50 of
the 1980 Session) 132 pp.
Evaluated the efficiency and effectiveness of DHT's
management and administrative processes, the adequacy
of the department's organizational structure, and selected
operational issues.
Highway Construction. Maintenance. And Transit
Needs In Virginia
November 1981 (Senate Document No. 8 of the 1982
Session, authorized by Senate Joint Resolution 50 of
the 1980 Session) 78 pp.
Assessed highway construction needs, including construetion of new highways, maintenance of existing roads, and
public transportation. Provided funding options for consideration by the Legislature.

Organization And Ad ...inistration Of The Depart.ent Of Highways And Transportation: Interi.
Report
January 1981 (Senate Document No. 14 of the 1981
Session, authorized by Senate Joint Resolution 50 of
the 1980 Session) 85 pp.
Examined staffing, equipment management, contract
administration, and construction planning as well as fund
allocation procedures.

Vehide Cost Responsibility In Virginia
November 1981 (Senate Document No. 13 of the 1982
Session, authorized by Senate Joint Resolution 50 of
the 1980 Session) 85 pp.
Presented findings and conclusions of an analysis of
highway tax equity. An empirical investigation of the
relationship between costs for construction and maintenance and revenues generated by various vehicle classes.

Title XX In Virginia
January 1981 (authorized by Senate Joint Resolution
133 of the 1979 Session) 103 pp.
Reviewed the use and administration of Title XX funds
in Virginia, including the types of clients and services
provided, the adequacy of financial controls for the
funds, the impact of funding limitations on local welfare
agencies, and the adequacy of social service policy.

Highway Financing In Virginia
November 1981 (Senate Document No. 14 of the 1982
Session, authorized by Senate Joint Resolution 50 of
the 1980 Session) 103 pp.
Analyzed methods of financing highway needs in
Virginia by an examination of the State's highway
financing structure and tax structure. Presented estimates
of future revenues to be generated by taxes and offered
financing alternatives.

Organization And Ad ...inistration Of Social
Services In Virginia
April 1981 (authorized by Senate Joint Resotution 133
of the 1979 Session) 126 pp.
Assessed the effectiveness of the Department of Welfare
in providing support and oversight of welfare programs.
Evaluated child care centers and family day care homes
to determine the adequacy of the licensing process.

Pub.iation. And Public Relations Of State Agencie. In Virginia
January 1982 (Senate Document No. 23 of the 1982
Session, authorized by Senate Joint Resolution 166 of
the 1981 Session) 115 pp.
Assessed the value of the publications of State agencies,
and other public relations efforts. Recommended changes
in reporting requirements to achieve savings.

1981 Report To The General Asse...bly
July 1981 (2nd Biennial Report, authorized by Section
30-58.2, Code of Virginia), 38 pp.
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Occupatio.a' aad
Board. I. Vlralala.

Prof•••loaal

Regalatorv

...ttla. ..d M••po... PIa••I.. I. tbe Depart·
• ••t of HI.h.av. aael Tr•••ponatIo•.

January 1982 (Senate Document No. 29 of the 1982
Session, authorized by Senate Joint Resolution 50 of
the 1980 Session) 163 pp.

January 1983 (House Document No. 18 of the 1983
Session, authorized by Items 649.2 and 649.3 of the
Appropriations Act of thE 1982 Session) 120 pp.

Examined occupational and professional regulatory
boards in Virginia, Provided baseline data on each
board and areas of special legislative interest.

Reviewed the Department of Highways and Transportation's manpower plan, the planning process, and the
resulting staffing actions. Identified staffing economies
possible through increased productivity and administrative improvements.

The CETA Proar• • Ad.laistered
S.laDce..Qf...State Prl.. Spoasor.

~

Vlrglni.-s

Co.eolidatlo.
VIt'.o".

May 1982 (House Document No. 3 of the 1983
Session. authorized by House Joint Resolution 268

of

Of~ice

Spac.

I.

Nortber.

January 1983 (Senate Document No. 15 of the 1983
Session, authorized by Senate Joint Resolution 29 of
the 1982 Session) 64 pp.

of the 1981 Session) 128 pp.
Assessed the effectiveness of eETA programs through a
review of adult training contracts and client follow-up.

Examined the feasibility, desirability, and cost effectiveness of consolidating Sta tc agency offices located in
Nonhern Virginia.

Work._. Capital F. .d. ID Vlratal•.

June 1982 (House Document No. 4 of the 1983
Session, authorized by Section 2.1-196.1, Code of
Virginia) 89 pp.

lated_ Report; Local
a.eoarc:..,

Reviewed Virginia's working capital funds and evaluated selected areas of management of each of the five
funds in existence at that time, Computer Services,
Systems Development, Telecommunications, Central
warehouse. and Graphic Communications.

Ma.dat.. a.d FI•••ci.1

January 1983 (House Document No. 40 of the 1983
Session, authorized by Rouse Joint Resolution 105
of the 1982 Session) 38 pp.
Provided background in formation and summarized
progress toward the final report (see December 1983).
I.ted_ R.POrt; Qr. . .batlo. of tbe £ ••catlve
Br••c",

The Oc:c:apatio.al aad Profe.loa.1 Replatory
Sp.te. la Vlrgl.fa

January 1983 (House Document No. 37 of the 1983
Session, authorized by ff ouse Joint Resolution 33 of
the 1982 Session) 15 pp.

December 1982 (Senate Document No.3 of the 1983
Session, authorized by Senate Joint Resolution 50 of
the 1980 Session) 136 pp.

Provided background inf-ormation on the executive
branch, and summarized research activities for the
series of four final reports (see January 1984).

Addressed the performance of Virginia's system for
occupational regulation, including 29 regulatory boards,
the Board and Department of Commerce, and the
Commission and Department of Health Regulatory
Boards. Reviewed administrative rule making, enforcement of laws and regulations, and selected aspects of
agency management.

Tlte Eeoao_lc Pot••tial a.d
Vlralo"'. _food 10dPStry.

t

of

January 1983 (House Document No. 2 of the 1982
Session, authorized by ff ouse Joint Resolution 59 of
the 1982 Session) 213 pp_
Analyzed the regulation of the commercial fishing and

lat.d. Report: ~ of Carre.t Prowl.lo••
For Alloc:atI.R HI.h.ay Co......etio. Fa.d. I.
Vlndo".

seafood industries in Virginia, assessed their economic
potential, and suggested policy alternatives.

December 1982 (House Document No. 17 of the
1983 Session, authorized by the 1982 Approriations
Act) 183 pp.

Follo."Up Report o. .be Vb'giala De.........t
of HI......y• • •d Tra••wortatlo.,

January 1983 (House Document No. 34 of the 1983
Session, authorized by House Bill 532 of the 1982
Session) 26 pp.

Assessed the reasonableness, appropriateness, and equity
of statutory provisions for allocating highway construetion funds among the various highway systems and
localities. (See final report of June 1984, which considerably enlarged this study).

Spa.,. 10 tla. R. .ook.

Evaluated the progress of the Department in implementing recommendations made during the 1982
Session to ensure the efficient usc of funds for
highway construction and maintenance.

&H..
December 1982 (Senate Document No.8 of the 1983
Session, authorized by Senate Joint Resolution 29 of
the 1982 Session) 66 pp.

September 1983 (3rd Biennial Report, authorized by
Section 30-58.2, Code of Virginia), 38 pp.

Examined the feasibility, desirablility, and cost effectiveness of consolidating State agency offices located in
the Roanoke area. Special attention devoted to a leasing
proposal from the City of Roanoke.

Summarized studies conducted by the Commission
through 1983. Provided a IO-year overview of JLARC's
work, organized according to the recurring themes, and
spotlighted the importance of sound methodology.

eoolOlidatioo of

~

1983 R.port to tbe G. . . .r.1 Age_bly,
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n.

Viral." Dlv"'•• for Child....

the 1982 Session and House Toint Resolution 6 of of
the 1983 Session) 90 pp.

December 1983 (House Document No. 14 of the
1984 Session, authorized by House Joint Resolution

Assessed whether the boards' involvements in agency
operations are consistent with estatute and the management needs of the Ccmmonwe calth. Also addressed the
relationships of boards, agen cy directors, and the
Governor's secretaries, and the unique contributions of
board members. (Third in a ser ies)

10 of the 1983 Session) 98 pp.
A "sunset" study reviewing the operations of the Division and focusing on its administration, effectiveness,
and possible duplication with other agencies.

n.

Viral_Ie Dlvia'.R of Vol_t.......

t".

Qrppplaatlo. of
Execattw. Bre.c" I. ~
.Ia: A S. . . .rv R'POrt.
January 1984 (HOUse Document 44 of the 1984
Session, authorized by House Joint Resolution 33 of
the 1982 Session and House Joint Resolution 33 of
the 1982 Session) 36 pp.

December 1983 (Senate Document No.6 of the 1984
Session, authorized by Senate Joint Resolution 36 of
the 1983 Session) 60 pp.
A "sunset" study reviewing the operations of the Division and focusing on its administration, effectiveness,
and possible duplication with other agencies.
State

M••dat.. H
Local
Local Fl•••elat R.~.rc::••,

Gov.r......

A synthesis of
each principal
and includes a
(Final report in

aDd

the preceding three reports. Highlights
finding and ass-ociated recommendation,
statement of the actions taken on each.
a series.)

December 1983 (House Document No. 15 of the
1984 Session, authorized by House Joint Resolution
105 of the 1982 Session and House Joint Resolution
12 of the 1983 Session) 218 pp.

!!D Follo.·Up Report!!!l

Reviewed the responsibilities of State and local governments for providing public services, the State's procedures for aiding local governments, the sources of
revenue that were or could be allocated to the various
types of local governments and their adequacy, and the
differences in the responsibilities of counties, cities,
and towns.

Documents the department's p.rogress in implementing
previous Commission recommendations, especially in
the areas of manpower planning and maintenance operations.

lat.d. R'POrt: C.ntr.1 aad R.alo••1 Stam••
.. tile

of Straa...al Ta..9.ta I. tb.
Ea.eatlv. B.._eb of Vlral.la.
~. . . . .t

AD

of

Examined the organization of the Executive Branch for
the purpose of determining the most efficient and
effective structure. Included specific recommendations
regarding duplication, fragmentation, and inconsistent
alignment. (First in a series of four interrelated
reports).
Aa

~

t of til

tt. of Vir

~

cr.ta..... Suet•• I. tb.
.

-.

Carr.at

Provlaloa.

for

Allocatla.

Updates the January 1983 interim analysis of construction allocations, and review-s county maintenance
spending, urban street payments, public transportation
assistance, and funding for Arlington and Henrico
counties.

Assessed the extent to which (1) the responsibilities
and activities of the Governor's secretaries are consistent with the purposes of the system and (2) the structure is useful in effectively managing the State's
resources and administrative processes. (Second in a
series).
Ala

of

HI.....w ••d Tr.......rtatloa F..... I. Viral....
June 1984 (House Document No. 11 of the 1984
Session. authorized by the 11182 Appropriations Act
and expanded by the 1983 Session) 217 pp.

January 1984 (House Document No. 21 of the 1984
Session, authorized by House Joint Resolution 33 of
the 1982 Session and House Joint Resolution 6 of
the 1983 Session) 76 pp.

S . .el.' Edacatlo. I. Vlr.._I.'. Tr.I•••• C••t ....
for tIM M.atally R.ta..d.d,

November 1984 (Senate Document No. 3 of the
1985 Session, authorized by Senate Joint Resolution
13 of the 1983 Session) 130 pp.

4_ ..

o-el"'OU

of Corree:tlo...

Examines the utilization and meed within the department for existing and anticipated central office and
regional staff. This is the first in a series of related
reports examining security and non-security manpower,
inmate population forecasting, and diversion programs.

the 1982 Session and House Joint Resolution 6 of
the 1983 Session) 134 pp.

".

o....r-t..at

May 1984 (House Document No. 41, authorized by
1Iem 545.1 of the 1983 Appropriations Act and
amended by the 1984 session) 275 pp.

January. 1984 (House Document No. 20 of the 1984
Session, authorized by House Joint Resolution 33

t".

Viral... Depart·
••at of Hlall••ye ••d Tr......rtatlo•.
January 1984 (letter report. authorized by House
Bill 532 of the 1982 Session) 25 pp.

t of !I!l! Rol. of _.... ..d
!!l 1M Ea.gtlv. Bra.cIa of ~

Examines eight issues concerned with the operation,
funding, and quality of the educational programs for
children and youths in mental retardation facilities
operated by the Department of Mental Health and
Mental Retardation. (First of rwo reports).

January 1984 (House Document No. 22 of the 1984
Session. authorized by House Joint Resolution 33 of
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Special Report: Pate..t aad Copyrlaht 1 _•• la
Vlrgl.l. Stat. Govera_eat.
March 1985 (House Document No. 31, requested by
the Speaker of the House and authorized by the
Commission) 54 pp.
Examines intellectual property issues related to State
agencies and institutions of higher education.

SPecial EdaeatioD fa Viralaia·. Meatal H••lth
Fadlltl...
November 1984 (Senate Document No. 4 of the
1985 Session, authorized by Senate Joint Resolution
13 of the 1983 Session) 148 pp.
Examines eight issues concerned with the operation,
funding, and quality of educational programs for children and youths in mental health facilities operated by
the Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation. (Second of two reports).

TIM

eo••_Itv

Dlv....I•• l.ce.tJve Proata. of
rta• •t of Co....ec:tJo••.
April 1985 (House Document 35, outhorized by the
1984 Appropriations Act) 174 pp.
Reviews the effectiveness of the various programs
designed to divert offenders from State prisons and
local jails.

t" Viral... Da. .

Sped.1 Report: AD. Co.trading at the Stat.
e.moradoa Co__ i.loa.
November 1984 (House Document No.4, requested
by the Speaker of the House and authorized by the
Commission) 40 pp.
Examines the seC's compliance with the Commonweath's Public Procurement Act and related issues in
contracting for automated data systems.

Viral...'. Co....ectJo••1 Svste.: Pop.latlo. Forecaatla. a.d C.. .clty.
April 1985 (House Document 36, authorized by the
1984 Appropriations Act) 134 pp.

Evaluates the methodologies used for forecasting Virginia's inmate population and estimating the correctional
system's capacity to house this population.

Special Report: TIl. Virg._i. State Library".
COBtract with TIt. Co.pate.. Co_IMIDVI
November 1984 (House Document No.5, requested
by the Speaker of the House and authorized by the
Commission) 34 pp.
Examines whether the State Library followed State
procedures in awarding the contract to Tee, and
whether public libraries are satisfied with the services
provided.

To. . . 10 Vlratole
July 1985 (House Document No.2, authorized by
House Joint Resolution 105 of the 1982 Session and
HJR 12 of the 1983 Session) 120 pp.
An outgrowth of flARe's earlier report on State
mandates and local fiscal stress, focusing on issues of
particular concern to towns.

SPedal Report: The Vlral.l. Tech Libra.."
Sv.te•.
November 1984 (House Document No. 6 requested
by the Speaker of the House and authorized by the
Commission) 34 pp.
Examines the ownership of proprietary rights in the
software of a computerized library system, the sharing
of royalties with a university employee, and the
transfer of the system to the Virginia Tech Foundation
for marketing and distribution.

Secarltv Staffl.. a.d Proced.l'e. 18 Vlrgl.la'.
Priao...
July 1985 (House Document No.3, authorized by
the 1983 Appropriations Act and amended by the
1984 Session) 300 pp.
Examines staffing practices and security procedures
both at the system level and in each of Virginia's 15
major correctional facilities.
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Subcommittees Which
Have Served with JLARC
OeCllpatloaal aad Profa. .loaal
Ra. .latloa Sabeoaalttaa
(1980-1981)
Delegate Ralph L. Axselle, Ir.
Delegate Alan A. Diamonstein
Delegate Calvin W. Fowler
Senator Ray L. Garland
Senator Madison E. Marye
Delegate C. Jefferson Stafford
Senator Stanley C. Walker

Traa.portatloa Sabeoaalttee
(1980-1981)
Senator Peter K. Babalas
Delegate Earl E. Bell
Senator Daniel W. Bird, [r,
Delegate Vincent F. Callahan, lr.
Delegate Archihald A. Campbell
Delegate Orby L. Cantrell
Delegate C. Richard Cranwell
Delegate V. Earl Dickinson
Senator Clive L. DuVal, 2d.
Senator J. Harry Michael, Jr.
Delegate Theodore V. Morrison, JI.
Senator Richard L. Saslaw
Delegate Norman Sisisky
Senator William A. Truban
Senator L. Douglas Wilder
Senator Edward E. Willey

Haalth Pilot A_..aaat
Sabeoaaltta. (1980-1981)
Senator Peter K. Babalas
Delegate Richard M. Bagley
Delegate Robert B. Ball, Sr.
Delegate Herbert H. Bateman
Delegate Robert S. Bloxom
Senator Adelard L. Brault
Mr. Andrew Fogarty
Delegate J. Samuel Glasscock
Secretary Jean L. Harris
Delegate George H. Heilig, Jr.
Delegate Elsie B. Heinz
Senator Richard J. Holland
Commissioner James B. Kenley
Commissioner William L. Lukhard
Delegate Mary A. Marshall
Senator Williard J. Moody

SocIal Servlc••
Sabcoaaltt•• (1979-1981)
Senator John H. Chichester
Senator Joseph V. Gartlan, Ir.
Senator Johnny S. Ioannou
Delegate Norman Sisisky
Delegate W. Ward Teel
Senator Stanley C. Walker

H. .lth Pilot
Sabeoaaltt•• (1978-1979)

Dlvlaloa of Volaat••rlaa
Sabeoaaltt•• (1983-84)

Senator John C. Buchanan
Senator Elmon T. Gary
Delegate Mary A. Marshall
Delegate Owen B. Pickett
Senator Elliot S. Schewe!
Delegate W. Ward Teel

Delegate Wi Hard R. Finney
Senator Stanley C. Walker
Delegate Wi Warn T. Wilson

Caap P.adl.toa
Ta.k Fore. (1978)
Delegate C. Richard Cranwell
Senator Joseph T. Fitzpatrick
Mr. Clarence D. Fleming, Jr.
Senator William B. Hopkins
Mr. E. Ralph James, If.
Delegate George W. Jones
Delegate Benjamin J. Lambert, III
Delegate C. Hardaway Marks
Delegate Owen B. Pickett
The Honorable Fred G. Pollard
Mr. George W. Straube
Senator Russell 1. Townsend, Jr.

Saa_t Task Force (1977)
Delegate Earl E. Bell
Senator Adelard L. Brault
Mr. Arthur R. Cecelski
Delegate J. Samuel Glasscock
Delegate Raymond R. Guest, Jr.
Delegate Charles W. Gunn, [r,
Mr. Julian J. Mason
Delegate A. L. Philpott
Secretary Maurice B. Rowe
Senator Elliot S. Schewe!
Mr. A. Howe Todd
Senator Stanley C. Walker

Local Maadat.s
Sabeoaaltt•• (1982-1985)
Senator Hunter B. Andrews
Senator Peter K. Babalas
Senator Herbert H. Bateman
Delegate Archibald A. Campbell
Senator Dudley J. Emick, Jr.
Delegate Arthur R. Giesen, Jr.
Delegate Franklin P. Hall
Senator Richard J. Holland
Delegate Mary A. Marshall
Senator Wiley F. Mitchell, Jr.
Delegate Lewis W. Parker, Ir.
Delegate Vivian E. Watts
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DlvlsloD .or Chlldrea
Sabeoaaltt•• (1983-84)
Delegate Franklin M. Slayton
Delegate Warren G. Stambaugh
Senator Charles L. Waddell

Sabeoaaltt•• oa Meatal
H. .lth aad M.atal
R.tard.tloa (1983-84)
Delegate Richard M. Bagley
Delegate David G. Brickley
Senator [ohn H. Chichester
Delegate J. Paul Councill, If.
Delegate Alan A. Diamonstein
Senator Clive L. Duval, 2d.
Delegate Dorothy S. McDiarmid
Senator Thomas J. Michie, Jr.
Senator Stanley C. Walker
Senator Edward E. Willey

Co __I..IGD OD
D.laatltatloaallutloa (1985)
Senator Dudley J. Emick, [r.
Senator Joseph V. Gartlan Jr.
Senator Elmon T. Gray
Delegate Mary A. Marshall
Delegate Owen B. Pickett
Delegate Franklin M. Slayton
Delegate C. Jefferson Stafford
Delegate Warren G. Stambaugh

.Iolat Sabcoaaltt•• oa
HI.h.a\l Allocatloa. (1985)
Delegate L. Cleaves Manning
Senator Charles L. Waddell
Delegate Robert B. Ball, Sr.
Senator Peter K. Babalas
Delegate V. Earl Dickinson
Delegate J. Robett Dobyns
Senator Clive L. DuVal, 2d.
Delegate Raymond R. Guest, Ir.
Delegate Donald A. McGlothlin, Sr.
Delegate Lewis W. Parker, Jr.
Senator William T. Parker
Delegate N. Leslie Saunders, Jr.
Delegate Vivian E. Watts
Senator L. Douglas Wilder
Senator Edward E. Willey

JLARC Staff

RESEARCH STAFF

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF

Director

Section Manager

Ray D. Pethtel

Joan M. Irby, Business Management
& Office Services

Deputy Director

Philip A Leone

Administrative Services

Maryann Craven
Division Chiefs
Secretarial Services

Glen S. Tittcrmary, Division
Kirk Jonas, Division II

Bonnie A. Blick
Rosemary B. Creekmur
Betsy M. Jackson
Shelly L. Oakes

Section Managers

Gary T. Henry, Research Methods
& Data Processing
@ John W. Long, Publications & Graphics
Project Team Leaders

Stephen W. Harms
Clarence L. Jackson
Barbara A. Newlin
Robert B. Rotz
Shepherd Zeldin

SUPPORT STAFF
Technical Services

R. Jay Landis, Com 'Puters
@ David W. Porter, Graphics
Debra J. Rog, Associate Methodologist

Project Team Staff

fnterns

William A. Butcher
Nolani Courtney
Lynn L. Crebenstcin
Thomas J. Kusiak
Susan E. Massart
Cynthia Robinson
Carl W. Schmidt
E. Kim Snead
Geraldine A. Turner

Stephen P. Fox
Julie A. Pagotto
Silvia Tcrziotti
Karen Widener

@ Indicates staff with primary
assignment to this proiect,
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Suite 1100, General Assembly Building
Capitol Square, Richmond, VA 23219
(804) 786-1258

